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ISN'T HE THE SMART FISH ?
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CLOUDBURST

New York and Mutual Companies Are Dubbed
John Doe"

Canadian River Is Bank Full,
and Fed by Rain. Is
Still Rising.

FOUND
CRETED

York. April 29. The Times
today Bays that the fact that at least
one well known Insurance man In
this fity has received a subpoena
calling him to the district attorney's
office, became known yesterday and
was taken as an Indication that Dis
trict Attorney Jerome has begun or Is
about to begin "John Doe proceea
ings to Inquire Into charges of fraud
and forgery made In connection with
the recent election of directors In the
New York and Mutual Life Insurance
companies.

Oklahoma City, April 29. A cloud- burst Hooded Capital Hill, a suburb
of this city, Just south of the Can
adian river, last night, causing great
damage to property and some loss ot

lower

RATES ON IIO.VS
Importers of
women's boas, made of dressed and
having a
feathers,
and
manufactured
cotton core, are awaiting with Interest
a decision soon to be made by the
United States circuit court, regarding
the classification, for dutiable pur
poses, of this line of merchandise. Ac
cording to the Importers, the cotton
component .is of insignificant value
compared with the feathers. Nevertheless, the collector of customs as
sessed duty at the rate of GO per cent
under the provisions In the tariff for
feathers not specifically provided for.
The board of general appraisers af
firmed this classificaelon, overruling
the contention of George Legg. an
Importer of this city. In a brief filed
with the circuit court, Kamerlohr &
Importer,
Duffy, attorneys for the
contend that the boas should be deem
ed unenumerated manufactured artic
les under section 6 of the tariff, and
as such pay duty at the rate of 20
per cent. Judge Martin has taken the
papers under consideration and will
render a decision shortly.

BRUTE

THROWS

R1

dents of the lowlands are seeking the
highlands for safety.
Many narrow escapes are reported
The early reports of loss of life, however, can not be verified.
An area covering several square
miles has been flooded, causing thou
sands of dollars of damage to railway
Hallway traffic
and farm property.
is paralyzed. One mile of Santa r e
has Deen
out
Oklahoma
of
track
The Canadian river is
washed out.
rising rapidly and people In the low
lands continue to move out.

Ml

MITCHELL
UNDER

KNIFE

THE

OF UNITED MINE
PRESIDENT
WORKERS SURVIVES OPEKA-TIOi'OU STRANGULATED
HERNIA.
III., April 29. John
Valley.
Spring
Mitchell, president of the United Mine
Workers, was operated on today rot
strangulated hernia.
The operation
was performed .at St. Margaret's hospital and was successful. The patient
is resting easy and no danger Is an
ticipated.
X

STEPSON

ACID MARRIED

AS

El Paso. Texas. April 29. "There
are many Insurance men in the field
who are spending some uneasy moments as to their future work," said
a well known insurance man yesterday. "The law recently signed by the
governor regarding Investments
of
foreign companies within the etate
will undoubtedly mean the withdrawal from Texas of all the foreign companies In the field here. The companies cannot und will not comply
with the Robertson law. and they will
go and abandon any future Texas business.

FACE

REQUESTED

Then Rides Away on Motor Matrimony Was Purely a Bus
Cycle-B- oy
Disfigured
lness Proposition With
For Life.
Jacob Snaldman.
Phoenix, Ariz., April 29. Charged
with throwing muriatic acid in the
child, G. H
face of a
heelock was before Justice John
stone for his preliminary examina
tion.
According to the story of the child
whose name is Charley Seamans, he
was passing a repair shop just across
from the Hardwlck theater.
He
looked In at the door of the shop and
pressed
moment
for a
his face against
the screen of the door.
"Get away from there!" said
Wheelock, harshly, at the same time
picking up a bottle and throwing the
contents directly Into the face of the
little child.
Charley's screams attracted the at
tentlon of neighbors, and. according to
the story of those who first arrived on
the scene, Wheelock went outside
and, mounting his motorcycle, rode
away. He did not return for two
hours.
The man declares his Innocence and
says there was but little acid in the
shop. Yet quite a quantity shows on
the screen, and the child is probably
disfigured for life. His hair Is burned
as If hot grease had been poured over
It and the screen of the door Is turn
ing rusty.
Wheelock further says that he
doesn't know anything about the af
fair at all. lie declares that he mere
ly went nut on his motorcycle to see
If It was in order and that he never
saw the child nor heard its screams
seven-year-o-
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AT UK 1ST POINT
Baltimore. April 29. The loss of
life by a collapse of the new steam
whip pier at Locust Point on last Sun
day was today placed at ten, but only
three bodies have been recovered thu
far.

BOY'S

AWFUL PLUNGE
TO HORRIBLE

Philadelphia, Pa., April 29. Louis
Snaldman. 32 years old. and Mrs
Jacob Snaldman, 34 years old, his
stepmother, are now husband and
wife.
Mrs.

Snaldman said: "Louis and
have practically grown up together.
was but a child when I married his
father. Iouls Is now 32 and I am 34
Jacob said that if we married we
could keep on with the restaurant
He told us that his plan
business.
would make it certain that Louis
would have a good wife and that
should have a better husband than if
I married somebody else."
Jacob Snaldman died on January- - 30
of this year. In his sixtieth year. Call
ing his family to him the day before
he died, Snaidman told them that his
greatest concern was that they might
not be separated as a result of hi
death. He aked his eldest son and
his weeping wife if they did not think
they were fond enough of each other
to be married.
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Washington. April 29. After arguland conspiracy case, which was to
have followed the Hermann trl.il before Justice Stafford, was postponed
until tlie fall term of the court. The
trial w ill begin October . i.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Artesia. N. M., April 29.
Looking down from the top of
the sixty foot water tower at
this place this morning. Phillip
Srhommer, 1 years old, of Sioux
City. Iowa, lost hi balance and
fell to the earth. His uo;y struck
the rock below and probably
every bone was broken. He did
not ram'" after striking the
earth and death must have been
the
Instantaneous. As he fell
boy gave a piercing scream.
4 which was heard fur some dis- tance. His relatives hive been
notified and the remains will
prop bly he sent there for burial.
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April 29. Stanford
the Intercollegiate
boat rate from the I'nlversity of Cal
ifornia rowed here today by seven
lengths.
The race was rowed over a l'o
mile course near Sausallto and Stan- ford won easily. The time was fifteen
ami five hundredths minutes.
Name .New letter Currier.
Washington, April 29. George W.
Cook. Earl A. Gillis and Willis S. Minus have been appointed letters carriers at Douglas, Ariz., and Frank
Hilibard. a substitute carrier to begin
service May 1, next.

PACKERS

FOUND

YORK ItlRNING
TIME
LIGHTS IX
New York. April 29. There Is no
change in the status of the lamplighters' strike, except that It has extended to Jersey City. New Yorkers
are witnessing the unusual
burning
of thousands
of lights
throughout the dav. This Is the
Si
Paul April 2S -- The United
method resorted to by the lighting Slate
circuit court of appeals today
company in their enrols to i feat the
affirmed tlie judgment of the United
strikers.
States district court for the western
district of Missouri against certain
loo. noo oi nces of ii.Yi:il
i.
packing companies for accepting
s.
uv.
nut i.
ma of twelve cents per hundred
an-pTil-ut
Washington. April J.i
pound f r tlie ti
aiion of proon through lulls of
department today
lading
l'" vision Kj'.-if
0110 ounces of diver t
jrvirf'i c u
delivery a;
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the Plul.idelph.a nii.it, j
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Magdalena, N. M.. April 28.
Despondent
because he had
spent foolishly a large amount
of money given him by his par- ents, Samuel Davis, twenty-fiv- e
years of age, who came to New
.
!
Mexico thre
im from
western Texas.
Saturday morning at the Clem- ents horse ranch, twenty miles
west of here, by cutting his
throat with a pocket knife. The
body was brought here yester- day and embalmed. It now
awaits the disposal of relatives,
who have been notified.
Cowboys, who had been work- ing on the Clements ranch with
Davis, say that there was noth- Ing unusual In his demeanor
when he retired Friday night,
and the finding of his body Sat- urday morning was a great sur- prise.
The body was first discovered
by the wife of the foreman of
the ranch. When calling the
men Saturday morning she was
surprised at not getting an an- swer to a knock on the door of
Davis' room, and pushing the
door open, she saw the body
lying across the bed In the faint
light of the dawning day. Davis
had gone to his room apparently
with his mind made up to de- stroy himself. He had not re- moved his clothing and though
men sleeping in the next room
with nothing but a thin partition
between had heard no sound
during the night the indications
were that he lived Borne time
cut
after using the knife. Thepenereached from ear to ear,
Jugular
Illood
trating the
vein.
scattered about the room showed
that after cutting his throat,
Davis had walked or staggered
about before lying down on the
bed.
When he did lie down,
he burled his face In the covers,
slowly
while his life's blood
formed a little pool around his
head and soaking through the
mattresses.
Previous to going to work for
Al Clements on the
Clements
ranch, Davis had worked for
McClure
the
Hen McClure tit
livery und feed barn in Magda- lena. His iarents, who live in
western Texas, had given him
considerable money from time to
time, supposing that he was In- vesting it, so it is said, out in- steaii of doing as his parents
thought, Davis had squandered
the money.
Ho had brooded over his loss- es for some time previous to his
suicide and had told some of the
cowboys that he thought that he
suicide. These
would commit
threats were not taken seriously
his friends telling him that he
didn't have the nerve to die.
Davis was well liked by all
who knew him and was consld- ered one of the berf horsemen of
tlie country.
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Bread and Butter. Nothing More
Nothing Less." Is Cry
of Strikers.

New York, April 29. The big bond
robbery. In which the Trust Com
pany of America was the victim, continues to be the absorbing subject in
the financial district of New York.
The robbery, which was at first put
down at 150,000. has steadily grown
until it now appears that securities
aggregating 1800,000 were taken.
William C. Douglas, the suspected
thief. Is" under arrest, and O. M. Dennett, who is charged with redeeming
1165,000 worth of stolen securities, Is
also under arrest.
It is how stated that $300,000 worth
of the stolen paper was found hidden
In Dennett's bed. Instead of $20,000,
as at first reported. What became of
the money realized out of the robbery,
which is known to have been a large
sum, Is not known. It is believed
that some of it was lost by speculation, and it is also believed that the
men under arrest have a snug sum
hidden away.

New

Money Market.
Yolk, April 19. Money

ry
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plan to break Jail was frus
yesterday by two women prisoners, who notified the guards, Deputy
Sheriff Q. Coulter, Perfecto Armljo,
Jr., and Joseph Leacua, that a number of the prisoners were Implicated
in a plot to dig through the atone wall
of the biilldlngr from the corridor with
a pair of shears.
Had the men been
allowed to work an hour longer they
would have made good their escape
The prisoners engaged In the affair
were Joseph Fisher, Joseph, Burns, F.
U. Herman, Henry Calne and William
F, Rogers. Fisher and Herman were
under sentence to the terrlorlal pen
lentinry and were taken there today.
While three men "spelled"
each
other In chiseling on the stone wall
the other prisoners danceu, shouted
and sang to distract the attention of
the guards from the sound of the
shears striking the hard stone.
An Investigation was made and
Fisher and Burns were found down
on their knees, behind the steel cage
digging the hole through the stone
wall, by which escape would be easy
A hole three feet long and two feet
deep had been made with a pair of
scissors, a tin can and a long wire,
With the scissors the sand stone was
cut in small pieces and the wire used
to pull the cement and rock out. If
the men had not been caught they
would have escaped In anotner hour.
When caught the men offered no
to
resistance, and when ordered
march into the steel cage they obey
ed. but with considerable muttering
and sullen faces. According to the
women, whose names could not be
learned, they heard a scraping noise
morning. beginning about
all
o'clock, at which time the men were
allowed the freedom of the corridors
on account of it being Sunday. Not
paving any attention to the noise un
til two young boys,- who are In the
Jail on minor charges, complained of
hearing the noise, then the women
decided to notify Deputy Sheriff Coul
ter In charge.
Deputy Sheriff Armijo, Jr., said
that when Rev. Johnson of the col
ored Uaptist church came at 3 o'clock
to preach to the prisoners he noticed
that Fisher, Burns and Herman were
not listening to the sermon and he
furthermore recalled that the prison
ers Interrupted the sermon very fre
"Halleujah"
and
quently
with
"Amen" and laughter, but did not
think anything about It, supposing
that the men were in unusually good
spirits.
Deputy Sheriff Coulter said that the
men had been raising "ned" all morning, singing, dancing, praying, shouting and laughing, which was kept up
all day in order to allow the three
men to work without interruption.
When supper was served to ti.e
prisoners last night they were very
surly, muttering threats against u.e
guards and when the guards came
for the tin dishes they found them
mashed and battered beyond recognition.
John Fisher, F. B. Herman and another man, Implicated in the plan to
break out, were taken to the territorial penitentiary this morning by
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo and Deputies
Armijo, Jr., and Romero, to begin
The men
serving their sentences.
were aware of the plan to take them
to Santa Fe this morning, and during
last week they formulated plans to
have three of the men dig through the
wall while the rest created as much
the
noise us possible to dlsiract
guards' attention.
goes
to the penitentiary for
Fisher
a year for committing an assault upon P. Zlto at the New York saloon
with Intent to kill, ana had he not
been implicated in the plot, he would
have been released from the
By being
in eight months.
implicated in an attempt to break
Jail, all good behavior time which he
might have obtained at the penitentiary Is lost. The other men also lose
good behavior tune allowance.
A bold
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call easv 2 "t 2 ; prime mercantile
paper S4i8; silver 66 H.

GUILTY OF

The defendants In the cases In- RHITIMI STKAMF.lt
TUORMIII.L lllilM
Parking company, Morris K. Company
company.
Packing
Cudahy
ami the
These cases are the first of th
Kio Janeiro. April 29. News
4
rebate cases brought by the
has reached here that the Brit- bound
isli steamer iilol tiliill.
I'nited States against packers, which
for Rio Janeiro, was destroyed
were determined by the appellate
voyage,
during
by
her
will
Thi
lire
form a basis for
court, and tills
tu'ov- - i '.ion until the supreme court 4 crew perished with the boat.
1 1
ri - det ision.
i -- v
ii
volved in ttie decision are the Armour
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4 Special, to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D.
4
April 29.
4 The resignation of Herbert J. Ha-- 4
german as governor of New Mex
4' ico was officially accepted today
4' and as announced by the Citizen
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MINERS STILL
8V WATER

ENTOMBED

Since Last Friday Every Effort Has
4 correspondent' several days ago,
4 the matter is now a closed lucl-IkK'ii Made to Itcseue Them, Withdent so far as the president Is
out Avail Another Attempt To- - ,
4 concerned.
night Wives,
Children
and '
9 Th resignation will- - take ef 4
Sweet iKiart Wait in Fear at
4 feet immediately and a letter to 4
Mine All l.lajr lie Dead.
4 that effect has been mailed to 4
4 Hagerman at Santa Fe. Theiet- - "t
Johnstown, Pa., 'April 29. With
4 ter will reach- Manta Fe Thurs 4
scores of rescuers risking their lives
4 day morning, at which
time
working day and night in an ef
and
Ray4' Territorial Secretary J. W.
fort to save their fellow workmen,
4 nolds will assume the governor- the twenty miners imprisoned In mine
4 ship until Governor Curry ar- No. ta. of the Berwlnd White Coal
The program to make
4 rives.
governor
company, at Foustwell, last Friday,
Curry
Captain
and
4
are still entombed and 'here Is no ire-4 unite the republican party will
4 be carried out as at first an- mediate prospect of releasing them.
V
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mm need from the White House.

The Associated Press late this
afternoon confirmed the report
correspondent
of The Citizen's
by the following brief bulletin,
which Is also official: A letter
was sent from the executive of- "forth- flees today accepting
with" the resignation of Her- bert J. Hagerman as governor of
New Mexico.
This means. It Is
said, that the resignation
will
be accepted as soon as the presi- dent's letter reaches Governor
Hagerman.
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The rescuers are pumping
the
water from th mine as fast :. pos
r""-making
sible, be', they are
slon
greiu and it Is doubtful if it will be
possible to reach the enombed miners
by this evening.
UnttJ the rescuer can effect an entrance, It will not be known wether
or not the Imprisoned miners are
dead or alive. No signals have come
from them and the worst is feared.
Relief parties made a desperate effort this morning to reach the entombed men. They entered the mine
and forced their way through tl
water for some distance, several narrowly escaping death from drowning.
Although they did not give up thj
attempt until every effort had been
ii ade, they were unable to get anywhere near where the entombed men
i'h-reported
are supposed to o.
that at the preser.t ral at which th:
being taken trjni tae mine it
water
vv:r i - late this
,vi'og bdoie it Aill
be safe to make another effort. Ai
that time another puily. cariyiiiw
ropes, axes and pick and a. mpply of
food and drink, will make u ei'ort
to reach the compartment where the
men are entombed.
The scene about the mine where
the men are imprisoned is a touching one.
The wives, children and
sweethearts of the entombed men are
anxiously waiting for news from tin
missing ones.
They have bee.i maintaining a constant vigil since Friday, when the acSeveral of the wocident occurred.
men are almost exhausted. havliiK
watched and waited constantly without sleep and with scarcely time for
-
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San Francisco,
4 University won

li'ua Youth at Work on Tull Water ment the
Sixty I Vet and was
IV
to ul
Artcsla scene
luirroiving accident look-n- l
Hi
Ikmn ami
Balance.
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Brown was averse to saying
anything about his talk with the 4
4 president, but admitted that he 4
4 had "talked a little" about the 4
4 railroad situation with Roosevelt.
4

COMES

Iihiit
4 rtisluii

GOAT

tiiHtmiitttn

4
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DEATH

"I am building a house here In El
Paso," he continued, "but If my company withdraws, which I believe it
will. I will have no use for It."
At the offices of the Missouri State
Life Insurance company It was stated
that they had as yet received no ad-- 1
vices from the home office and that
the general agent, Mr. Pandolfo was
absent on a business trip in Arizona,
but that from the statement of the
law it seemed very prooable that the
as
Missouri State would withdraw.
the law of Missouri under which the
company was chartered provided that
the company must make special deposits of securities with the state of
Missouri and further deposits from
time to time, so that the value of the
securities deposited shall always be
equal to the actual value of the policies or bonds Issued by the company.
This statute, it was stated, would
prevent the Missouri company
from
complying with the Robertson law,
for to follow that statute would be
In direct violation of the laws under
which it received Its charter from
Missouri.
It Is stated that the Fnlon Central
Life will open headquarters at Dallas,
but whether this movement was arranged before the Robertson bill became a law Is not known. Mr. W. L.
Neal Is to take charge of headquarters
there.
While most of the insurance men
In the city have not as yet been fully
advised as to what steps their home
offices will take, they generally believe that they will have to seek other
pastures than Texas.

TO STANFORD WINS INTER

Washington, April 29. Presi- 4
4 dent Roosevelt had an extended
4' conference today with
W. V.
4 Hrown, senior vice president of
4 the New York Central railroad.

SE
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Salt Lake City, April 29 All negotiations between the Utah Light and
Railway company and Its striking
motormen and conductors have been
broken off and what promises to be a
bitter contest is now on.
Ail attempts of the company to run a few
cars on Main street this morning
caused a repetition
of disorderly
scenes of yesterday, hut no one has
UY DR. JENNINGS, OF TIIE JOHNS
been seriously Injured. The company
A STARFISH HAH BEEN TRAINED TO TURN SOMERSAULTS,
expects to bring a carload of strikeHOPKINS UNIVERSITY. News Item.
breakers from Oregon tonight.
The strikers themselves did not
take any part In the disorders. The
were
leaders
of the disturbances
COM
TEXAS LIFE INSURANCE SAMUEL DAVIS
Idlers, many of them being half
grown boys.
The only demonstration made by
the
strikers was a parade In which
FOILED
JAIL
MEN ON THE UNMITS SUICIDE AT
over BOO men took part.
Headed by
a brass band they marched througil
the principal downtown streets. The
marchers were cheered all along tho
EASY SEAT
CLEMENT'S RANCH
line.
They bore banners reading:
"Bread and butter is the issue nothing more, nothing less."
electrical workers, who are alHERMAN'S RESIGNATION so The
employed by the I'tah Light comOver Bold Plot by Penitentiary Con
Lone Star State Laws Are too Became Despondent
pany, will submit an ultimatum to th
OFFICIALLY ACCEPTED company this afternoon. . They will
victs to Escape From BerFoolish Spending
Drastic for Them Accordhot only demand an adjustment or
their grievances, but will Inform tn5
County
Prison.
nalillo
of Money.
company that unless a settlement
ing to El Paso Agents.
Official letter Informing Him Will reached with the street car men the
electrical workers will go out In sym
Resell Santa Fe Thursday Reypathy. If they strike the city's source
nolds
Take
Office
Mill
Vuttl
STONE
CHISELING
THROUGH
MAGW. E. NEAL GOES
BODY TAKEN TO
of light and electric power will b
tiov. Curry Arrlvet) In July
shut off.
Matter Is Closed Incident
WALLS WITH SHEARS
TO PASS CITY
DALEN A ON SATURDAY
at White House.

life.
Seven persons who were camped
unon the lowlands vere caught
aware and It is feared that all are
lost. The river Is bank full and. fed
by a heavy rain. Is still rising.

JOHN

Car Men
Break off all Negotiations
With Company.

Bond Clerk Douglas and Banker
Dennett Are Under
Arrest.

Loss of Life.

New Y'ork. April 29.

Street

--

Lime Light Again.
New

LAKE

CITY

Recovering Stolen
Securities.

REPORTED MISSING

FORGERY

WALK III

SALT

Trust Company of America Striking

Proceedings Will Bring District Santa Fe Railway Demoralized In
Stricken District-Gre- at
Attorney Jerome In the
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800.000 PEOPLE

INSTEAD OF

SEVEN PERSONS ARE

CHARGES ARE

importers

per jtmt.
rent per month.

In Ad Timor, 93

Carrier,

50.000
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Topeka. Kan., April 29. K. H.
Harrimati has picked a Kansas man to
tight his big legal battle. He has
chosen N. H. Loomls to protect his
Immense railroad Interests before the
Interstate Commerce commission.
Loomls has been general counsel
for the Union Pacific for Kansas since
1902. He came to Kansas in a prairie

food.

They are not allowed t approach
enough to interfere
the mine
with the A'ork of rescue, and form a
group
a short distance apart front
sad
the miners who are working desperately to save their loved ones.

tnr

BEAUMONT STRIKE

BROKEN

IS

Beaumont, Texaa. April 29. Fifty
today from
arrived

strike-breake-

rs

New Orleans to work la the oil field
of the Guffey company.
All pumps, plants and pipe lined

are working today and the company
N. II. I.04MI.
claims to have plenty of men.
Kansas lawyer. Who Went West In
Samuel Gnmper. president of the
American Federation of Labor, sent a
Prairie
special organizer
here t lake chus--o.
the
schooner 29 years ago. At that time
he was a boy of 16. Now lie is 45. He
(.i. iF.u in:
began his work In Kansas by break- si i
ing sod for a homestead in Saline
i
in
svvn.i iM m
county. Kansas. There he staved for
Berne. April. 2S. Th selling if ice
great
glaciers
has reached
three years and then "struck out for from tlie
himself." He made good by steady, large proportions, and th- - chancel
are that great increase will be made
hard work.
The task whleli If.n i im an offers t.i to tile trade this season. lilacier Ice
I.oomis is a gigantic one. To look Is of a superior quality, and is eagerafter tlie cases arising out of the man- ly sought. It is ent lv tr li.- - line,
agement of 23.0ml miles of railroads, to near by stations, an I ! trains to
known as the ii.n rlnian system, is more distant cities.
seldom intrusted to a man us
as 40. The law Is more or less an un- MF.Axl.l.S MKIKI
known quantity, ami for the railroads
STEAM Fi: IIEI.IOPOI.Isi
to get all they can out of it means
Honolulu. Apru JJ. The I'unn-- r
hat they must employ the best legal
has uir.-.efrom Ma fag 4
lur-in- g
talent avuilable. Then there are many with 2.2H" Spanish imri.ir ,
questions coining before the comtlie vovase tite.'e were foitrtee.i
merce comiiil-sio:- ..
for which there is births mil miie'-e- i.
all
I di en.
I.
precedent.
ho di- - I ot
sti-'ke-

i.i(.

i;i:.

I

it.

vv

.
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Billy Sullivan, Johnny Kllng, Billy
Bergen, Oscar Schrackengost, Lou
riger, itoger tlreshnhan mm some
others present today could give a Very
Rood reason.
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The Browns defeated the Oeroni
mos again yesterday by a score of

MARKET AT

FORGETS

65

lit

ixkrml

Otto Hesf of the Cleveland Americans, shoots them over so hot that
"Nig" Clarke can't catch him.

.ew j nrk American fans are on
ine warpath against the new rain
checks, which are only good at th;
succeeding game.
The Albuquerque Browns have accepted a challenge to plav the lios- well .Military Institute team on the

wk

feV 1

Bonnvllle, InJ., April 29. To hove
been married so many times as to forget the names of a few of her husbands and the dates of a few of her
marriages l. the queer plight of Mr.
Polly Weed linker, of Newburg. Ind.
known as "Aunty Weed,"
There she
and there she has lived with eight
husbands, according: to her own statement.
Romance after romance has been
her lot, and she Is now asking: for a
divorce from her eighth husband (?).
of
William Baker, nn electrician
Kvansvllle, Ind. She alleges he treated her cruelly Just after their marriage, which was solemnized on October 13, 1906.
This woman, who has made many
trips on the sea of matrimony and
each time had an accident, is very
strong for her age. Although 65 years
old, she "flicked out" the different
newspaper reporters who have been
seeking Interviews of late. Besides
kicking them out. she warned them
against attempts to photograph her
and her home, which is situated upon
a large hill.
While Mrs. Baker claims she has
been married but eight times. It I
the general belief that she has been a
bride just eleven times and has had
eight different husbands. The Indiana records show her to have been
married nine times, and it Is sup- Jtosed that two marriages took place

Misses Margaret and Harriet Curtis
are the only Americans entered In the
ladies' golf tourney at New Castle,
Ireland, May 6.

By using the "anchor stroke." Dawson, an English billiard expert, made
a run of 23.76H.
He played an en-

tire week before missing.

If

At Sioux City
Sioux City

WHERE THEV PLAY TODAY.
National
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Boston at New York.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
American league.
Cleveland at St. Louis.
Detroit at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Ne.v York at Boston.
HOW THEY STAND.
National 1cagiic.
Won. Lost.
Pet.
Chicago
2
H
.846
New York
3
10
.762
Pittsburg
7
3
.700
Philadelphia
5
.545
6
Boston
6
.500
8
4
Cincinnati
.333
St. Louis
3
12
.200
Brooklyn
1
9
.100
.

American League.

Won. Lost,
Pet.
Chicago
9
.692
Philadelphia
8
.667
7
New York
.636
Mrs. Baker's statement to the coun.
.
.
.
8
.615
ty officials at the Vanderburg court Detroit
5
.417
house, where the last marriage li- Cleveland
4
Washington
.364
cense was secured. Is as follows:
4
8
Boston
.333
"Been married seven times, divor- St.
4
Louis
10
.286
ced five time and twice a widow."
. One Husband a Suicide.
yg
Western
League.
"One time ?.Its. ESkef
became a
Won. Lost.
Pet.
widow In the most tragic manner, her Des Moines
7
.700
husband committing suicide In her Sioux City
6
.545
presence.
Denver
5
.500
Back In the "50s, Miss Polly Castle, Lincoln
5
.500
the daughter . of Ozra Castle, who Omaha
... .
.400
lived near Newburg. Ind., was mar- Pueblo
4
.364
ried to Henry Fuquay. Fuquay, after
TifiTinK vVr?el her for a. short time,
SATUKPAVS GAJIES.
became serious And they were married-.
They settled down at Newburg
National League.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
"Vhere thev hopel they would be hap-go
py, but after a time all did not
2
New York
5 0
7
2
1
well. Fuquay's love for his wife be- Brooklyn
gan to disappear, and after seven
Batteries Wlltse and Bresnahan;
years of married life, mingled with Strlcklett and Butler.
occasional turmoils, Fuquay secured a
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
divorce on a technical point. Mrs. St. Louis
3
3 10
Baker says she never was able to un- Chicago
3
7
4
derstand how and why he was granted
Batteries Mcdlynn and Noonan;
a divorce.
Pelster and Kllng.
Only one year and a half had
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
elapsed after the divorce from her Boston
5
4
I
she Philadelphia
llrst husband was granted whencous0
9
3
was married to James Fuquay. a
Young and Brown; Lush
Batteries
in of her first husband. This time Richie and Jacklttsch.
the divorce was granted Mrs. Baker
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
immediately upon request. Fuquay had Pittsburg
8
4
2
drank a little too much.
5
1
0
Cincinnati
upon
wife
his
He drew a revolver
Batteries Lynch and Gibson; Pitt,
and fired three shots. One hit her Hall and Schlel.
gold watch and saved her life.
James Henry Robinson, a dashing
American league.
young widower, was No. 3. Regarding
At New York
R. H. E.
recently
marriage
Mrs.
one
Baker
this
1
Washington
3 13
told a friend:
New York
2
9
0
"I done It Just to please father."
Batteries
arner;
Patten
W
and
Her career with Robinson was soon Hogg, Keefe and Kleinow.
Hardly had they finished
shattered.
At
Boston
R. H. E.
their honeymoon when Robinson was Boston
5
I 1
arrested on a very serious charge. At Philadelphia
3
5
2
the next term of court she secured a
VlckBatteries
Glaze and Shaw;
divorce.
ers
Berry.
and
Fuquay.Robln-so- n
Mrs. Castle-FuquaAt Cleveland
R. H. E.
began looking for husband No.
5
7
2
4.
It look seven long years to find Cleveland
1
Chicago
6 6
him. Cupid was not faithful to her,
Hess,
Batteries
and Clark;
and during the time which elapsed Smith, Altrock andRhodes
Sullivan.
Mrs. Robinson brooded much. She Is
At Detroit
R. H. E.
unable to remember the dates of any Detroit
13 13
0
of her marriages.
3
5
St. Louis
i hmldt;
an
Batteries
Mullin
and
Sc
During this period Mrs. Weed, it is
claimed, was again married to James Pelty and Buelow.
Fuquay, who had attempted her life
Western Jcugiie.
some years before. He had promised
1
Tl.s M, lines
It P
to be good and she had again married DesAl Moines
;
3
7
him. This marriage did not hold. The
i
8
2
ties were soon broken and "next" was Lincoln
Batteries Miller and Wolf: Clcott
In order.
McKay
and
Sullivan.
George S. Boyden, a traveling salesV.
M
At llm.ihfl
man, won her heart, and they were
!
5
7
Omaha
married. They lived happily for ten
;
8
8
years, then divorce No. 5 was granted. Denver
MrVeelv
rtniiflini?
Butteries
anil
Four years lated Samuel R. Weed, Wright
Zalusky.
and
of Newburg, began a courtship, whicn
R. H. E
At Sioux Citv
resulted In marriage. This marriage Sioux
;
3
5
City
occurred on January 23, 1889. Four
(
8
5
years of peace and. contentment paus- Pueblo
Batteries Corbetl
and Sheehan
ed, and then Weed died.
Boyden, a previous husband, was Gilbert and Smith.
the next man to marry her. They had
American Association.
been married but a short time when
At Columbus Columbus. 2: Kansas
Boyden became morbid. In a drunk- City.
0.
en fit he jumped into the well and
At Louisville Louisville. 3: St.
drowned himself.
R. Edward Edwards, a painter, of Paul, 2.
At Toledo Toledo. 11: Mlimentio- Jfewburg, next married the "many
4.
time a bride" woman. After living
:
At I luliana noils TntllHtiHOiills.
together for a short time, Mrs. EdMilwaukee, 6.
wards secured a divorce.
In October, 1906. William Baker, an
SI NDW t.AMKS.
electrician, came to Newburg to work
on the wire work of the Kvansville
National Magne.
seHe
Eastern Electric railroad.
At CI
tl II 1..
cured rooms with John I'erkins. who U I ...,,(..
'I
bad rented a portion of Mrs. Kaw arils Chicago
'...!!'.,. 3 3
apartment, and in a short time ne be
ana
.Marsnaii
naileries iieeoe
came Infatuated by her neat appear Taylor
and Kllng.
ance, which resulted In matrimony,
game
Second
Baker was at his new home for a
1
0
Louis
short time only. He left, but returned St.
(
1
Chicago
4
three days before Christmas. On the
Batteries Fronune and Noonan
day following Christmas he again left Frazer
and Morau.
and has not been heard of since by
At Cincinnati
R. H K
his wife.
1
3
Cincinnati
During the short time that they Pittsburg
n
5
were together Mrs. Baker claims Bak
ies Ksick and McLean; Wil
er cursed her and slapped r face, to lis Battel
ami Gibson.
She
which treatmen she objected.
tried to change Baker Into a loving
Aincrii'uii Ijcugue.
so,
do
to
she
husband unci falling
St. Louis
K. H E
set about to secure a divorce. So she St. AtLouis
i 7 (
has employed Henry Fulling, of Boon Cleveland
o 5
Ville, lo art as her attorney in the
Batteries Powell and Stephens
case.
Hesq and Clarke.
Second game
Kuliter.
Itltfeil tiv
o
6
ThrniiBli tiloori t loison l t le rallsed bv Si. Liuls
1
'!Uer lite, John Washington, of Cleveland
a
li.ulerle
lloutll and Stephen"
RoMjueville. Tex., would have lost his
leg. winch i ecame a mass or. running TlilelniHii and Clarke.
At
K. H. E
Detroit
sores, had be not been persuaded to
r.
3
8
ArrilrA Sslve. Ha writes: Chicago
t.u i
1
4
'i
"The first implication relieved, and Detroit
Owen, Walsh and Sul
Baiteriesfour boxes l.taJed U! the tore Heals tvtiy toie. JCc fat all drug- livan; Klllian and Schmltt.
Western League.
gum.

R. H. E.
5 11

5

Pueblo
16 21
3
Batteries Newlin and Sheehan;
Hatch and Smith.
At Des Moines
Des Moines-LIn-col- n
game postponed; wet grounds.
At Omaha Omaha-Denvgame
postponed; wet grounds.
er

American Association.
At Columbus Columbus, 3; Kansas City. 1.
At Milwaukee Milwaukee, 1; Indianapolis, 4.
At
Louisville Louisville, 2; St.
Paul, 1.
At Toledo Toledo, 5; Minneapo-

Til's

TO

THE YOCNtiSTERS.

No. 7.

According to report, Davey Brain
has recovered his eye and batting
confidence. He Is not making a
bushel hits, but In a game the other
day he showed his old proficiency in
fouling off about a dozen.
Billy Peoples, the oldtlme catcher
and umpire. watched Griff's team
beat the Athletics in their second
clash. "When Chris. Von Ger Ahe
was a manager of the old days." said
Billy, "he came to me on the eve
of an Important series between his
club and Chicago. He invited me t

SPOIMINU NOTES.
An exchange laments the fact that
the base stealers of today cannot
filch sacks with the ease and frequency that some of the veterans dis
played in the olden days. Maybe

LOU DILLON'S BABY

y,

IM'WT

Until

Dru--lie-

HEAL PRINCESS OF THE BI.OOD
M
SHE (.ROWS II' SHE IS KXIWTKIt TO BE A
OlEEN OF I'KOPlEltS.
IS

Soap.

,

Null

Brushes, Manicure
Scissors,
Corn Plaster, Corn I'iles,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

A

WHEN

ISOLD

FOR

WANTED.
Woman at

o.

PERSONAL
605

WANTED Chocolate and bon bon
dipper. Inquire 21 South Second.
WAN TED A round top writing desk".
N. H. Andrus, 110 West Uold avenue.
WANTED Situation, by an experi
enced accountant and office man.
J. B. (i , Evening Citizen.
WANTED Position by young man;
good driver; light, outside work
preferred: city or country. I. M.
enre Citizen.
WANTED Ladles wanting
stylish
millinery and dressmaking, rail on
Miss Crane, 512
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren
tires wanted.
'Phone 944.
(jentleman'B second
WANTED
hand clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and wl'l call. R, J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Young man with expert
ence at soda fountain and willing
to do anything required of him In
a drug Rtore; none other need ap
ply. Will pay $50 per month to
start, vann Drug Co.
WANTED Position as Job compost"
tor in good office. First class man
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
rite L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
l.h. state salary when writing.
FOR HEJtT,
I OR RENT Three room cottage. In
quire at 501 North Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping.
401 South
Edith.
FOR SALE Five lots by the railroad
track and two on south Broadway
by the hospital.
Sedillo,
Rafael
731 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished. Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 619
West Railroad avenue.
E. P. Golden.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, 1 per
week and up.
Minneapolis House,
524 South Second.
A. T. Devore,

$10,000

AlnmogVr4, N. M.. Apii. 2'fc- Uleason of this city, and H. B.
Jones and C. R. Jones, of Santa Rosa,
have bought the Santa Rosa townsite
from the Alamogordo Improvement
company, consideration tlO.nOO. Immediately after the deal was closed
the new purchasers were offered $15,- H. B. Jones Is
for their bargain.
cashier of the First National bank of
Santa Rosa, and C. R. Jones Is one
of the shrewd business men of that
place, while W. H. Uleason is a mon
ey maker well known In New Mexico.
Santa Rosa Is no boom town, but with
its natural advantages, its surrounding country makes of It u growing
town.
W. H.

New arrivals for the week Large
assortment of velvet and Axmlnster
rugs, all sizes.
Also Hoosier kitchen
cabinets. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Are you looking for something? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

Proprietor.

FOR SALE..
r,
Party will sacrifice
good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. E. Milllken. Library building.
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
pies,
doughnuts,
cakes,
baked
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homestaple
groceries, dry
Also
made.
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
'Phone 710.
FOR SALE

type-write-

LOST.
pin, engraved
Pocahontas
"Metamora, 69." Return to Mrs. Al
213
Mathlew.
South Arno.
LOST Between North Fourth street
Presbyterian
church, a girl's
and
tan silk coat. Return to 921 North
Fourth street and receive reward.
LOST

ANTONIO

APACHE

VISITS ALBUQUERQUE
HE

IS NOW SIPERINTENDING
Hl'NTINGTON'S A 1 ITS AND
CRAFT EXPOSITION IN
LOS ANCiELES.

Antonio Apache, the well known
Apache Indian, who is general manager of the Indian Crafts exposition
at Los Angeles, who arrived In Albuquerque Saturday morning, while at
Gallup secured twenty Navajos for
his fair. In talking about the exhibition, Apache said:
"The purpose of the exposition Is
to display as nearly as possible the
customs, handicraft and other works
of the various aborigines of North
and South America. At present we
have a number of Sioux and northern
Indians, and expect within a short
time a party of Yaquls from Sonora,
Mexico.
The men from each tribe
we selected from are supopsed to live
in their native style, and show the
different handicraft of his trlde.
"In order to not allow the Indians
to grow accustomed to tne city ways,
we change them every two monthB,
bring a new bunch. The exposition
Is under the wing of H. E. Huntington, the street railway magnate."
Apache Is one of the best educated
members of his tribe, the war like
Apaches, after whom he takes his
name, having graduated from Harvard university with full honors.
Apache Is well known here, as he
was employed some time ago to sell
curios and stuff on the California limited between Albuquerque and Williams for the Harvey news service.

!

(

:

'

Furniture,
Pis not, Orgtnt,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARM-HOUSRECEIPTS, as low
111
and aa high as 1200. Loans sre
quicnijr made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call anf
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from air
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Orant Bids.
US West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

E

u

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWTERS.

Irs

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, it F.St.
N. W., Washington, D. c.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlee,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
'
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and X. Rarnttt hutMin.
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phone'
imp. 744. Appointments
made by malu
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. (06 Railroad
hours, 9 a. m., to 11:80 p. m.; l:If
p. m. to S p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mail.

inm

W. M.

SHEBmV""Mn

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building. Tels-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. I,. HCST.
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical Current an
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
Homeopath..
Over Van's rime tA 'nu.
aim influence, bzs.
DR. .1- - V. V 4IJVITI,
o
. C5.
...L,ik -.iw
When vnur an hnii.
need a good veterinary surgeon. Cai:
"e- " om rename,
No. 642.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Blask
or White hearse, St.
'
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Rnenoer Rnnmi
nett building, Albuquerque, N. U.
oum pnonen.
NOTARY PUBLIC;

ne

--

-

il.it

Trios. K. D. Maddison.
TL
Chllrloe.
West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER ATTV CHIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her oartora. No.
209 West Railroad avenue, la nra.
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressina--. t rest pnrni
bunions and .ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and msnl.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion Of complexion cream hnlMu tin
the skin and Improves the complex- ion,, ana is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and Drevents dsn.
druff and hair falling out; rest or n
lire to dead hair: removes moles.
warts and superfluous hair. Also i.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple rure and pile cure. All of these
l
preparations are purely
compounds. Have just added e
brator machine for treatment
f
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles
it
is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.

m

Office With W.

vea-etnh-

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior. Lanl
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 2.
ar

ss

Why Swelter in
Heavy Clothing?

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department

of the

Interior. Land
M , March 26.
hereby
Is
given
Notice
that George
Klrochima, of Laguna. N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
proof in support of hii
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
6843. made September 12. 1802, for
the N V4 NW hi SW U NW hi and
NW hi SW hi, section 18, towns-hi7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
will be made before Silvestre
l,
N. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the
land,
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Office
1907.

at Santa Fe,

N.

ar

llira-Uafae-

A

cool summery

garment like this

for- -

$15.00

1

,

MONEY to LOAN
On

--

X

h--

LOANS.

Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M.. has filed notice of his Intention to make final five-yeproof In support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6S42.
made February 12, 1902, for the 3
V, NW hi section 28, township 6 N.
range 5 W. and that said proof wiU
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, U.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
NOTICE TO HORSE OWNERS.
t. al. on Aiay e. iU7.
The Albuquerque Carriage Company, First and iijeras, has secured
He names the following witnesses to
liorsesliocr, prove his continuous residence upon,
the Ncrvlccs of a first-claand cultivation of, the land, viz.:
and guarantees all work, or no ay.
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna,

li--

I

PROPERTY

N. M.

X

1

Roma

,

nt

Captains of young base ball teams
should devote a little time to signal
practice every time the club gets on
the field to loosen up.
When playing "inside ball" signals are Just as
Important as in foot ball or any other
game.
It Is a good plan to have the base
runner do the signaling.
He should
either let the batter know what he is
going to do or what he wants him
(the batter) to do. There should be
a
sign, another to bunt,
and still another that the baserunner
Is going to try a steal.
In each of
these instances there are set rules
that the batter must follow. If you
get the
sign, remember
that you are to hit the ball, no matter where It comes or how wide It Is.
If It Is too far away from you to strike
at, throw your bat at It.
Never let
the ball go by without try ne to hit
It when you get this sign. If the ball
comes over nice and you cftn place It,
try hitting It at the second baseman,
who will in all probabi lit v run to
cover his bag as soon as this play
comes up. You can get many a hit
in this way.
If the base runner lets you know he
is going to steal. Just swing at the
ball without making any attempt to
nit it. Always do something to worry
the catcher when a man Is stealing.
When you get the signal to bunt.
try to drop the ball along the third
base line. This will often enable the
runner to get around to third if the
ball Is fielded by the opposing third
baseman. Always keep In mind that
Mr. Base Runner is going to do Just
what he has signaled, and It's up to
you to do your share.
A fluke on
your part means disaster to the runner.

THIS

Toilet Accessories

n.

lis, 7.

BASE BALL

and

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
Joe Nealon came pretty near to
having a brainstorm recently. While
under its influence he predicted that
Pittsburg has a good chance for the
pennant.
dinner It was a good dinner also
and said : 'Now, Billy, you are going
McAleer stood pat on his 1M06 to umpire dese lmbortant game,
pitching staff for the St. Iouis AmerAll I ask of you Billy, is an
icans. How he wishes he hadn't. even break und a few of the close
Howell is the only one of the bunch decisions.' "
delivering the goods.
showing of the
The miserable
Here Is the way they hand It to Brooklyn
team has been one of the
Pitcher lilester, in Chicago:
"Jack surprises of the National League. It
knocked the crowd Into a fit by get- cut a wide swath In the exhibition
ting a base hit. His next one will be games, but w hen It came to the real
credited on his 1 sit 8 average."
contests, has been sadly lacking.
Barney Dreyfus' plan of giving his
Husk Chance says that Blaine Dur-blplayers S3 a day for meals has fizzled.
southpaw recruit. Is the find
Some of the players kicked because of thehisyear.
He says that even If Dur- It was not enough, and the rest were
bln
falls as a pitcher he is still valupatronizing ten-cesoup houses.
able because he is a good outfielder
While "Bill" Squires, of Australia, and can hit like a heavyweight.
was slipping In by the western gate,
When Billy Murray said that Frank
Johnny Summers, the English light,
weight, landed at New York.
He Corrldon would have the best year
says he Is after Battling Nelson s of his career this season he had an
Inside bet. Corrldon downed th
scalp.
Athletics and then made our Giants
quit
trying to hit him when he shovBoss Cox said he wanted a winner
at Cincinnati, or Hanlon should get ed them over.
out. No wonder Hanlon hustled to
get someone to buy Cox's interest In
Frank Tenney Is banking on his
the team. He must have known what pitchers to keep the Beaneaters out
of the slough of last place this sumthe Reds would do.
mer, and he also thinks that the
change he has made will be for the
Is
Mike Schreck
In the
challenges better. It Is a pipe that they could
business.
He
Squires and says he has a purse of not oe ror trie worse.
$7,500 for a fight at Tonopah on Decoration day. There Is not one chance
They are certainly getting conser
hi a thousand of Squires mixing it up vative out In Cincinnati.
One critic
for a lemon purse.
out there dopes it, so that the Reds'
cannot finish worse than fifth, which
NATIONAL I.EAfil'K NOTES.
Is one grand admission for a Redland
expert. They generally have It figured
Rltchey Is said to have strengthen
out that the Reds will have the rest
ed the Boston National infield 100 per of the
bunch distanced In the first
cent. AODaticchlo is also claimed ttf two months.
have more than filled ltltchev's shoe
at Pittsburg. That looks like a good
The situation has changed In the
deal.
National League. The New Y'orks no
.
.
Tt
longer
have a bunch of cinch teams
Lefty Letfleld. Pirate, is one of the
the east to buck against and offer
few pitchers who does not object to in
Brooklyn, Phila
their percentages,
"sitting in" with Mordecal Brown, of delphia,
and Boston are all harder
the Cubs.
His first contest against game. In the west the Chlcagos have
the Cub star this season was a win- less formidable opponents in their
ner.
Whatever ad
sectional neighbors.
vantage there is in that respect has
In spite of the miserable weather shifted from
the orient to the Occi
of the early days of the season, the dent.
big league magnates have garnered
many thousand iron men they would
not have if the opening had been
SANTA ROSA TOWNSITE
two weeks.

Kill-IIvh- ii,

BASE BALL

WANTKD-nvenu-

SUPPLIES

Lee R. Johns, of the Greater New
York Bowling team, has made the
wonderful world's record of a 241
average In eight tournament games.

Here are the men who will boss the nmc In Hie American
this season. Top row. rending from I, ft to right .lack Kgn,
Kane ami Cera Id Hayes. I,over row, Icrt to right .lark Hcrln, W. .1.Steve
Perry Wcrilcn.

1

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

Danny Hoffman eertain'y has his
batting eye back this season.
He
makes the New York Highlander
look 25 per cent stronger.

Ml h;

iWMM

.MOMMY, APRIL 29. 1007.

'Oth of May.

NAMES

MANY

Had Eight Husbands, and
Some of Them Treated
Her Cruelly.

Has

Kid Elberfeld savs he h is an Idea
he would shine as conch of rome col
lege team.

YOU BET IT GOES, WHAT WE SAY, WE
UMPIRES IN THE A. A.

Mrs. Polly Weed Baker, of Indiana. Has Had Life Full
of Romance.
SHE

10 to 5.

sSoort

mmtvm.

OFFICIAL PAPfR FCR
CITY OF ALB. QUEROL'E

EVENING CITIZEN.

IT TOOK

l"OSED

SOME

COAX1NC,

IOR HER 1'HTTRE

IH
1.1

Cleveland, ()., April 27. At Lltch-- ;
field, near here, the finest little piin- Is!
cess in the world of horsedoiu

kicking up her dainty heels, enjiy-- j
lug tlie spring breezes. She has not
been named yet, but Is known as Lou
Dillon's baby.
Turf followers hop-sh- e
will Inherit all of the pccd of
her famous mother.
The little one wa born Just as
Good Kililay passed away, and her
attendants all consider tills a. good:
omen.
Because this filly Is worth so much
that her ow ner C. K. CI. Billings
would not sell her at any price it
no eigii elic lb going to be coddled

t

-:

.

I.Ol IHI M)'S BABY FINALLY
LITTLE LADY.
like some arlstrocratlc babies, she is
to be allowed to grow up like common, everyday tlllies. She can frisk
about the pasture as much as rhr
pleases, under the watchful eye of
M"ther lxiu. There will be no nures
to see she does this or does not do
that. She Is expected to grow up into
a fine strong queen, full of life and
courage, puny bodies or faint hearts
are not wanted on the race track.
special
if course Lou Dillon ha
care. M. Kilfoyi is her attendant and
sees that she gets the proper amount
of food, and other necessuiy thing..
A veterinary surgeon also makes fre
quent l)if,ei'ti,,na (,f the litlle one to
she it tilting ctiui.g fell J' it lit.
I

A

Consult your comfort. ,
We are not only seller of very fine
c!i thing but are extensive dealers in
genuine satisfaction and comfort for
men.
We are specializing KOHN BROS.'
line ( lollies for men.
There is nothing finer.
Let us show you.
We are the exclusive sellers of this
line in Albuquerque.

u

The Price of Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills."
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
New Life Pills cleanse gently and Impart new life and vigor to the system. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

Reduced

R. R.

M. MANDELL

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office, 113 West Railiuai avenue.

Only member of American Ticket Brokers' Association in Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.

MONPY. APRIL

2.

ilbuqueeque evening citizen'.

1W7.

HUMS T

1906

GROSS INDECENCIES AND CRIMINAL

Mei

BIDS FOR

CITY

WORK

OF PAVPF.lt IKAI.
Proposals for burial of pauper dead
In
the ordinance of
with
accordance
SEVthe city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be received by the council of said
city and opened at a special or regular meeting to be held on or after
April 29th, 1907. All bids must fee in
the hands of the city clerk not later
than April 29th, at 12 o'clock noon.
Certified check In the sum of ten dol
lars, payable to the city, to Insure
good faith of bid, must accompany
Y T1IF.
STAKTLIMi UKPOHTS
bid, check to be returned to bidder
1NVKSTI-CiVTIon
253
Reached
Was
Zenith
SWITAUV OFFICI.ItS
when contract Is entered Into. Bond
in the sum of two hundred dollars
INSAMTAHY mtKAD-MAKIIn
Articles
Staple
will be required from the successful
KSTABUsllMKNTS IN
bidder, conditioned for the faithful
t HICAt.O.
December.
performance of the contract In ac
cordance with city ordinances, adver
tising for bid and contract entered
of tho
Into. Contract to run for one year,
Chiiae. April 27. Keports abouml
sanitary ..fflpcrs In this rlty evils
from May 6th, 1907.
LABOR
of
Proposals are also to Include am
with Krnt'hlp wtnrle on thf
are
Here
ilio.s.
hnke
unsanitary
bulance for service for the city for
they have been
Home of the thin
such cases as may be decided by the
MAKES DISCOVERY mayor, marshal or city physician to
Called to the attention of the health
Of fleer:
be destitute cases.
from
Proposals also to include adequate
Men ami women sufferitifr
worn
and other diseases
mbulance oervlce to and from the
ttiberculc-'lbakday
a
14
pest
house, whether located within or
hours
from eitrlu to
Averaae increase for Twelve without
the city limits for such cases
ing bread, cakes, pies ami macaroni;
as may be decided by the mayor, city
maklttK candy, cracker and other
3.9
Per
Was
Cent
Months
city
physician or marshal to be destitute
articles that are sent out of the
cases.
as well as consumed here. There are
Public Suffered.
receptacles
like
HARRY F. LF.E,
no ruspldnrs or other
Clerk.
in these bakeries and the floor rei
o
ceives the spittle.
April
D.
Washington.
!!.
FFKDIXtJ
Many of the plares are swept only
Wholesale prices reached a higher lMtOPOSAIiS WinCITV
PIUSO-NFIIonce tir twice a month: articlesma-of
evel in 1908 than at any time during
past seventeen years. This fact
Sealed bids for the furnishing of
food and dough and other raw
he
up
the
when
brought out in a report Just made meals to the city prisoners and taking
terial are not covered
sweeping is done.
public by the commissioner of labor. care of and cleaning city building will
....
in
sleep
The report gives the prices for 253 be received by the city council to be
-Men. women and children
Mrs
and
representative articles. The average opened at special or regular meeting
rooms and cellars where baking perprice of the year lo6 was 6.6 per to be held on or after April 29th,
cooking Is done. In many cases
ent higher than tor ios a.t per 1907.
Kach bidder will be required
sons sleep on sacks of flour.
cent higher than that for 1897. the to deposit a certified check of ten dol
In one place seven bakers worked
during
prices
the
lars, payable to the city to Insure the
ear of the lowest
In a room all day and slept in It all
seventeen year period under discus' good faith of the bid.
Checks to be
night.
22.4 per cent higher man returned to the bidders when con
ion;
and
tobacco
smoke
and
chew
Bakers
he average for the ten years from tract Is entered Into.
Said contract
In room where there are no spit
S0 to 1S99.
Prices reached their to be let to the lowest and best bid
THIS IS A CHICAGO HAKK.HY IJMIV. BKKAO AM) WATER
toons.
during
point
seventeen
the
per
subject
to rejection
hlshest
meal, all bids
IS 1'KOVIMi AN KX.K Y AHI.E MEAL. A MIXear period In December, 1906, tne by the council. Contract to run for
Dough Is placed in bads to rise, SOMETIMES MILK
A
GOOD
A
ING
SACKS
HACK
MARKS
TAHLE
I'OK
OE
EMM It
Wil li
average being 4.1 Per cent higher for one year from May 6th, 1907.
This Is generally done in the mornhat month than the average for tne
ing, before the beds are made up and HIGH C1IAIH.
The city ordinances are to be con
left
body
has
ear 1908, ana e.a per cent nigner sidered a part of this advertisement
heat
before the human
average
1905
December,
One
covering.
of
or
nun
the
other
blankets
the
and all bids shall be In accordance
An examination of the prices of therewith.
Inspector discovered dough In a bel
. Jn which a man. his wife and two ALBUQUERQUE
BOYS COLD RUINS FRUIT
the various articles covered by the re
bids are to be directed to the
port of the commissioner of labor citySealed
children had slept. The family had
clerk and marked "Bid for Fur
large
ithstanding
notw
breakfast,
eating
this
up
was
shows
that
and
Just got
Meals to City Prisoners," ana
average increase, the increase in price nishing
waiting for the bred to rise.
must be In the hands of said clerk
commodities,
to
not
all
IN
extend
did
ui
LOST
HOURS
AND
KANSAS
open
plumb
not
later than 12 o'clock noon. Moil
Sinks, washrooms and
the 20$ articles, for which the w hole day. April 29th, 1907.
Ing are located in workrooms, Just as
obtained,
thirty
were
prices
sale
HARRY F. L.EE,
was the case at the stockyards packshowed no change in average price
Clerk.
ing houses. There is no pretense at
year, and fifty showed a de
for
the
I
D
toilet cleanliness.
crease In price as compared with 1905 PROPOSALS I'OK
In most places there are no cloak
while 178 showed an increase in price,
CITY PHIXTIXC,
rooms and bakers hang their street
Food as a whole Increased S.6 per
Sealed bids will be received from
or
rooms
as
clothes on the walls of
In average price for
cent
In the city of
throw them over work tables or on Wet and Hungry They Slept Not Over 5 Per Cent of Peach compared with 1905. In the food newspapers published
Mexico, for city
clalrs.
group twenty-eigarticles Increased Albuquerque,oneNew
year
from the 6th day
for
price, five showed no change, and printing
Italians. Greeks and other foreignIn the Snow-Fina- lly
es and Apples Survived. intwenty
May, 1907, said bids to be opened
decreasea tn price, ine pnn of
ers have operated the majority of the
city council at special or regclpal articles showing an Increase by themeeting
bakeries which .have come under the
Vegetables Suffered Also.
to be held on or after
Rescued by Native.
were cheese, fish, hog products, mllK, ular
In
ban of the health department.
Kach bidder will
29th. 1907.
rice and vegetables; also barley, cot- April
most of the instances where the filthton, cattle, hay, hides, hogs, oats and be required to enclose with his bid
iest conditions were found the bakdollars, payable
ten
check
for
C). P.
Slegenthaler
and H. L.
Kansas City, April 29. That 95 per western sheep. No chunge took certified
eries .had a trade only in neighborto the city to intaure good faith of bid
hoods, and thus the harm to health Wooton started from Albuquerque, cent of the peach and apple crop was place in the price of bread. The checks
to be returned to bidders when
was confined to certain portions of Friday morning at 11 o'clock for their destroyed by the recent cold weather principal articles snowing a aecrease
The per
Is tte opinion of the members of the were coffee, eggs, wheat, flour, corn contract is entered Jnto.
the city. The macaroni bakeries are claims
says
MorMoriarty.
near
son or corporation to whom contract
the
Missouri valley Horticultural society meal. beef, sugar e and tea.
the chief ones through which Chicago iarty Messenger.
in
They
camped
the
required
e
bona
will
furnish
is
seventy-fivto
let
articles Included
Of the
held a meeting at the Coates
could injure other sections of the
that night and the next which
in the sum of two hundred dollars to
clothings, sixty-si- x
and
clothes
under
Reports
yesterday
country, as great quantities are ship- mountains
house
afternoon.
the storm was raging fierceand condl
read from fruit growers in Mis showed an Increase in price, five be approved by the mayor
ped outside the city daily. Italian morning
The wind had shifted to the east were
four tloned for the faithful performance o
niararonl bakeries were found In ly.
sourl and Kansas and the fruit grow showed no change, and only
drifting
blowing
and
the
and
Healed bids are to be
some sections of the ghetto in conwho attended the meeting yester showed a decrease. In the group as the contract.
bewildered the two young ers
day submitted branches taken from a hole there was an average Increase directed to the city cleric and marked
ditions of filth that cannot be de- men. All traces
comwas
road
of
the
City
Printing,"
per
and must be
Bid
price.
for
7.1
in
cent
scribed or believed unless seen. These pletely covered up. Being out of any- fruit trees In their orchards. All were of
In fuel and lighting there was an in the hands of the clerk not later
that there would be only
bakeries have all been closed.
thing to eat. they hitched up the team convinced
Increase In price of .5 per cent. There than 12 o'clock noon, Monday, April
5 per cent apple and peach crop.
Some of the settlement houses have and started. They wandered around a That
Is not the worst of it. The was an advance In the price of an- 29th, 1907. All bids must specify the
taken up the crusade to aid the in the mountains all day Saturday In cherries,
plums and pears are almost thracite coal of domestic sizes, coke amount to be charged per brevier
health department in driving out the snow knee deep and that night they a total loss.
in inch for the first Insertion, and
will not be enough and netroleum. and a decrease
dirty bakeries. This comes from the camped again without anything to eat cherries andThere
to feed the jay candles, broken anthracite coal and much charged for subsequent inser
experience of one settlement
house or a place to sleep, with their cloth- birds. A ray plums
tions, and to be based on the prlntln
is left In the bituminous coal.
that ro' its bread and pastry from ing wet o the waist. They kicked fact that there ofwillhope
There was a grealer Increase In of ordinances, proclamations, notices,
be an 80 per cent
a bakeiy which was supposed to set away the snow and built another camp crop
Implements
than
and
price
metals
for
etc.
Job work to be on 500 letter
raspberries,
of
blackberries and
a standard for cleanliness until it fire and set up that night, the snow strawberries.
sheet
heads, COO envelopes, one-ha- lf
Still better is the report for any other group. In this group
was visited by an investigator.
still falling and the wind blowing that only about
the Increase for 1906 over 1905 was blanks, one-thisheet blanks and
15 per cent of th
The heat from the ovens made the hard. The next morning (Sunday) grape were destroyed
thirty
10.4
of
Of
total
oer
a
cent.
sheet blanks, for the first
and the goose
place stifling, and the bakers, attired as soon as It was light enough to see. berries
Including tools. Darbed 100 and for eacn subsequent iuu, ana
and currents suffered very eight articles,
in scanty clothing, were perspiring each one got on a horse and made little damage.
wire, copper, lead, pig Iron, nails, all other necessary Job work.
Bid
freely. Cine man was seen to wipe another start. They plunged through
silver, tin nlates. etc. Seven articles, to be based on first-clas- s
stock for
loss was $50,000 In one night
the sweat from his brow with hi the deep snow and about 10 o'clock L. "My
change
not
rails,
did
Including steel
A. Goodman, 4000 Warlick boule
commercial printing.
hands and then plunge them into a they came to a Mexican getting wood.
who owns 2.000 acres planted in urice. and lu only two articles
HARRY F. LEE,
big pile of dough. Another man was They told him as best they could of vard,
bar Iron and files, was there a de
In fruit trees, said during the meet
Clerk.
chewing tobacco. He aimed at the their troubles and offering him $3 he ing. It was hard to be cheerful under crease.
o
overflowing cuspidor, but missed It took the boys to his hut and gave such circumstances, but the fru
twenty-seven
Twenty-fou- r
of the
PKOPOKAIFOH CITY TEAMS,
He Jerked his head and got a trail them something to eat. As the boys growers say they figure on "bad articles Included under lumber and
Mealed bids will ba received for the
of tobacco Juice on his chin. He had not tasted a mouthful of food for years" and are making the best of the building materials Increased In price furnishing
to the city for one year of
wiped it off with the back of his nearly 66 hours, they did not hestltate
in 1908. The only three articles that three
teams, wagons, har
hand. It showed a bright color to eat. After they had rested a while situation.
showed a decrease were pine doors, ness and drivers thereof, with the
IOsm Heavy In Kiiihii.
The
against the background
of flour. the Mexican showed them the trail
In
quartered
oak.
oil
and
linseed
"I have Just returned from a tri
of three additional team
Then he set about kneeding his dough leading toward Buffalo Springs, which tnrougn some parts
there was an privilege
Kansas an the ifioui) as a whole
wagons and drivers thereof, to be
was about twelve miles from the found that the apple or
per
again.
9.6
cent.
of
In
mice
advance
peach
cro
and
Contract to
when needed.
"Conditions are bad, but not so Mexican's ranch. They reached the is almost a total loss." A. V. Wllsoi
Drugs and chemicals were the only furnished
one year from May 6th, 190
had as they were," said Chief Sani- springs about 4 o'clock, tired, wet secretary
showing a decrease In price run for teams
articles
of
society
the
horticultural
be
to
used for city pur
Said
tary Inspector Hedrlck. "They are and hungry. The wagon was left In
In thft poses
to a considerable extent.
There are some apple an
under the direction of the stree
no worse, however, than conditions the mountains. They will go after it said.
some
In high places group there was a decline of i.z per committee six days In the week, an
peach
blossoms
la New York, Judging from what I when the snow melts.
even some blossoms on cherry cent, there was an Increase In the
hours per day, with the privilege
The boys say they have no desire ' and
saw of them. I am preparing an ortrees, but if the branches of th nrices of both grain and wood al ten
one or two teams ibeing called to
dinance that will require every manu- to repeat the trip.
trees have been seriously affected the rnhnl. and in that of brimstone, the of
on Sundays when desired; said
facturing baker to take out a license.
price of ulum remained unchanged, work
fruit will drop off.
work, however, to be addi
Gentle and Effective.
That will give us power to regulate,
A report was made as to the extent
while glycerin, muriatic acid, opium Sunday
tional work and to be paid for pro
A well
by refusing to give licenses except to
known Manitoba editor of the damage to other crops. The and iiuiiilne decreused.
Each
men who conduct clean and sanitary writes: "As an inside worker I find potatoes and early Adams corn, which
.House furnishing goods as a whole rata in accordance with bid.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver was up in some places was frozen Increased 1.7 per cent. This Increase and every of said horses to weigh at
shops."
pounds,
the
and
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of back to the ground, but will come up In the ureneral average was caused least twelve hundred
d
men.
A Chicago writer says the Cubs will biliousness natural to sedentary life, ugaln.
by the Jump In price of wooden fur drivers thereof to tie
garden
All
except
the
truck
capable of performing the work re
win the 'H7 and '08 pennants and take their action being gentle and effective, peas, beets and radishes were badly niture.
second place in '0. Why don't he clearing the digestive tract and the damaged. The acreage of cabbage
miscellaneous group there quired.
In
the
go on and predict when Bryan will head."
Price, 25 cents. Samples has been largely Increased on ac- was an advance In the prices of cot
Said bids will be opened by the
be elected.
free. All druggists.
d
oil and meal, Jute, malt, rope city council at special or regular
count of a number of new suerkraut
meeting
to be held on or after April
factories in this section. 1 ne cab- and starch. Taken altogether the
lu 29th, 1907, and contract to be let
bage plants were not injured. Vege- iroun of miscellaneous articles
the lowest and best bidder. Each
will be plentiful and cheap this creased 7.4.
Think of the enormously tables
season, though late, the members of
"Manv students of price statistics," bidder is required to deposit a certl
difficult task of having very the society say.
savs the commissioner of labor, "de tied check for ten dollars, to insure
sire to distinguish between raw com the good faith of the bid, said check
of
of
Cascarets
tablet
the
moditles and manufactured commod to be returned when contract is en
OF
ities. With a view to such presenta tered Into. The party whose bid
many millions of tablets sent TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
tlon. therefore, the commodities In accepted will be required to give bond
out to the world the same as
cluded In this price series have been in the sum of two hundred dollars,
for the faithful perdivided into two classes, raw and conditioned
every other tablet, equally
OFFICIAL MATTERS manufactured, and simple averages formance of the contract.
Means Excellence of the
All bids to be directed to the city
made for each, of course, fixed defias dainty, sweet, palatable
Preparation.
nitions of these can not be made, but clerk and marked "Bid for Furnishas
designated
and equally effective as a S WTA KOS TOWNMTI-- : t
ing Team and Driver," and must be
the commodities here
OMIMM raw may be said to be such as are in the hands of said clerk not later
medicine.
I ll.i:s im'4kioiiatio
i.ii;k.s
In their natural state and than twelve o'clock noon, Monday,
marketed
Will IK OAKS IMS M-such .is have been subjected to only April 29th. 1907.
process,
MlMMi (OMI'VSV,
d preliminary manufacturing
The city ordinances are to be conThink o? nearly ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS or boxes of
not suitable for final consumption, sidered a part of this advertisement
as and all bids shall be lu accordance
Cascarets sold in the last eleven years, all on the pure merit of Santu Ke, N. M.. April 2H The f'l. while the commodities designated
articlex of Incorporation have manufactured are those subjected to therewith.
this wonderful preparation, and every tablet of nearly a BILLION louinK
been tiled In the olflce l Territorial more than a preliminary factory manAll bids subject to rejection by the
Secretary
J. W. KaynoMs:
ipulation and In which the manufac- city.
TABLETS having1 exactly the same Purity, Quality and MediSanta Kosu
Townslte Company. turing labor cost constitutes an ImHARRY F. LEE.
cinal Merit as the rest of them. It is the PURITY OF PRO- Principal place of business at Santa portant element In price. The group
Clerk.
Hosa. iiuaJalupe county.
Territor- designated as raw, are included farm
CESS that made this seeming: miracle possible purity in the ial
atsent, II. H. Jonea. at Santa Hosa. products, beans, coffee, milks, raw
NOTICE Ot' SPECIAL ELECTION.
t'apltal stock, J10.0U0, divideil into silk. wool. coal, crude petroleum, copcense of exactness, nicety, care and selection.
forty chares of the par value of
per ingots, pig lead, pig Iron, bar sil- Ity Authority of the City Council of
ver, spelter, pig tin, brimstone, Jute
each, commencing business with
the Cily of Albuquerque, N. M.
Vhen, in 1896, Cascarets were first treated, the purpose of its makers
object, founding towns and real ami lubber a total of fifty articles.
Notice is hereby given that an elecwas to make the best Bowel Remedy ever designed and compounded. The estate business. Duration, tlfty years. The others are classed as manufaction will be held In the city of Albupreparation was to be pure and harmless, made by PURE PROCESSES, Incorporators, 11. K. Jones and C K. tured commodities."
grouped. the average querque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
Jones, of Santa Itosa; and W. H.
As thus
and sold under a pure promise that it would accomplish always what was (ileus.
raw
commoultleb
May 4. 1907, between the hours of
wholesale price of
in. of Alamogordo.
claimed, with the alternative of a guaranty or money refunded.
1!06 was a. 9 per cent higher than 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m..
company.
for
Mining
C'rua
The
Vera
The grateful recommendation of hundreds of thousands of pleased Principal place of business
New for 1905, the average wholesale price of said day, at the following voting
natrons who found Cascarets to be TRUE and dependable was by far the Mexico at White oaks, Lincolnlu coun- of manufactured
commodities for places:
ty.
jreatest element in the promotion of their success.
First Ward City Hall.
Territorial agent. A. H. Hud- 19o. 6.1 per cent higher than for
190.'.
New that the PURE FOOD AND DRUG ACT has gone into effect, speth, at White
Ward Office of Chas.
Second
Capital
oaks.
& Co., on Gold avenue.
$700,000,
Mock
Chadwick
divided into 700.000
we cannot refrain from welcoming it for the benefit of the people, and at
par
KluHiiuatlsin.
Office of E. H. Dunof
of
Cured
Ward
shares
the
of
value
Third
each.
II
the sarre time from claiming that we adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUGS Object, mining.
Mr Win. Henry of Chattanooga, bar, corner of Third street and Hold
liuratiun, twenty-fiv- e
Act in 1896. and by steadfast adherence to the principles then set to guide
In
his left avenue.
years.
The company was or- Term, had rheumatism
tis, have convinced the world of the power of purity and truth as exemganized under the laws of Arizona arm. "The s'rength seemed to have
Fourth Ward At office of George
plified by Cascarets, a pure, honest, harmless, reliable article for the preund tiled amended articles of incor- gone out of the muscles so that u R. Craig, justice of the pTace, South
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of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
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In three weeks the rheu- Mexico, to erect and build a city
Coventor Hagermau has appointed returned.
sl.gh eM attack of irregularity, costiveness, colic, headache, flatulent, all the foil. iu ing physicians as delegates matism had disappeared and has not building, will be submitted to the
If troubled with qualified voters of said city, who are
the !;j-i- s cf impending CONSTIPATION should be heeded as a warning, from New Mexico to the convention of since returned."
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American
mu!
recourse be taken to that great preventive of disease, CasYou are certain to be erty, subject to taxation, within the
league, which will be held at Atlantic Pain Balm.
carets.
pleased with the relief which it
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CURRY. THE NEW GOVERNOR

New York Is suffering from a severe crime wave
The remainder of the country Is suffering from a wave
of New Yorkltls.

"The news of Curry appointment as governor of
New Mexico was gladly received at Alamogordo. Curry
is one of us. He Is our George, and everybody likes

The Artesia county advocate makes mistakes now
and then, but it says things when It does speak, and
when it hits. It hits from the shoulder.

paper says:

Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.
In one of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and In the Mission style it is the perfect
finish.

The fruit may have been damaged by that recent
frost, but look what a bumper crop the rain last night
made possible. Who said it never rains in New Mexico?

His appointment doesn't mean a political move,
move for a chance for New Mexico to have an
Here's a field of usefulness for Roosevelt when hl3
executive official that will Insure good government to term Is out: Make him president of a world's fair, so
any
He doesn't belong to
all sections of New Mexico.
that it will be ready when opened.
sectional faction nor to any particular political ring,
and those who are kicking at his appointment are ths
The Jamestown fair recalls Pocahontas.
A
fellows who want a governor whom they can 'work.
of the Smith family was not needed.
In other words, the kickers are the fellows who want
a governor for their own personal political selfish needs.
About time for the Ice cream man to be unleashed.
And the kickers know that George Curry will be govHowever, as
ernor of all the people of New Mexico.
OOOOOOOOOOCOCsX0)OtX000000
to kickers, and those who are suffering with Kilkenny
cat-fit- s
over Curry's appointment, they do not amount 5 PAPA FISH IS THE
to much, nor never will, either In this world or In the g
NURSE OF FAMILY
world to come."
him.

MM"ft.
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CHIEF,

BIG

THE PICTIRE
OF CONTENTMENT
Is the purchaser of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home), if anythlng's needed to complete your pleasure
8
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.
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A MARVELOUS NATION
With the opening of another great American exposition, this at Norfolk to commemorate the 300th anniversary of the founding of Jamestown, we are reminded again of the marvel of our national growth.
When we remember that Jamestown was founded
only 115 years after the discovery of America, and ad J
to this a mere 300 years, a bagatelle In the cycles of
history ,lt affords us an appreciation of our country's
rreatness and sturdy young development that can hard
ly be obtained from any other point of view.
'
In all, 415 years. We were discovered when the
The great
nations of Europe were growing old.
of the orient had existed for thousands and thousands of years. The world had seen the rise and fail
of Innumerable powers. England was hoary when we
were born. Look at the picture we present today.
If our expositions were merely educational and
.broadening; if they merely drew together the citizen
from all quarters of the American empire, they would
be distinctly advantageous, but when this one, at least.
can present us such a realization of our virility and
turdiness and of a development hitherto unknown In
the annals of all history, it Is more than worth while.
em-spir-

Colonel John H. Martin, associated with Colonel W.
G. Greene in several mammoth enterprises, recently said
In the New York Tribune:
"Few persons realize what
la going on industrially in northern Mexico.
The

Southern Pacific railway is building an extension more
than 1,500 miles long down the west coast, with Guadalajara as an objective point, with branches here and
there reaching fnto the mountain mining districts. ThRio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific railway is building
southwesterly from El Paso across the Sierra Madr
mountains to an Intersection with the Southern Pacfflc,
and a little further down Arthur E. Stilwell Is building
' the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient railway across the
Sierras to the Pacific. Mines, timber tracts, coal and
j Iron deposits and ranching Interests
are simultaneously
capital and "under
i being developed, all with American
t American superintendence."
According to the McKlnley County Republican,
Gallup, after the end of April must needs return to the
condition of a "town," having for a while enjoyed the
proud day of being a real city. According to the law,
,add8 the Republican, Gallup will have to do some growing before she can again assume the name of the "city
!of Gallup." The Republican should remember that a
rose would smell just as sweet under any other name.
(Gallup is one of the best towns in the territory, and Its
.county Is remarkably rich in natural resources. Hence,
.whether it is technically called "town" or "city," it li
ittill Gallup, the mining metropolis of New Mexico.
The Mining Reporter, edited at Tres Piedras, Taos
county, deserves credit for the manner in which it is
edited and the class of matter that is to be found in
The Reporter is a paper In advance of
its columns.
its time several years and Is a credit to Taos county and
New Mexico in general. It has yet to be found for th-- j
first time boosting a fake mining scheme, and incidentally it never fails to boost every and all legitimate
propositions.
Mining Is In Its Infancy in New Mexico
and The Citizen looks for the day when with the development of the great mining resources, the Reporter
ill have a field worthy of its work.
Graphic, the lively little weekly papr
of the metropolis of Luna county, adds another testimonial to the general high regard in which Governor
George Curry is held among those who know him personally.
The Graphic of last week said: "The Graphic
man if personally acquainted with Hon. George Curry,
the newly appointed governor of New Mexico. He Is a
man of a well widened backbone and will prove himself
to be just the man the people of the Sunshine territory
have teen looking fur."
The Dernlng

Spring is here.
Get busy and clean up thi back
yard. Haul all the trash away, na'l that loose board
tight to the post, trim up the herbage unl then push
lawn mower across the front lawn. Nothing adds more
to the attractive appearance of a city than neatly kept
yards and lawns.
They have the same general effect
towards enhancing the looks of a city that a fresh shave
and a hair cut has on a man. The evenings are just
cool enough for a little outdoor exercise, and you benefit
your health, your city, your country and your next door
neighbor. Make Albuquerque a good place to live in.
Have you made up your mind to vote for the city
hall bonds? If not, you are about the only one who
hasn't. The city needs a new official building more than
anything else right now and the benefit can not be overestimated. A good way to convince yourself
to walk
down and look at the present city hall.
Would you
like to take a visitor there and say, "This is a bum old
hack, but it's the best we can afford?" Civic pride and
civic advancement go hand in hand. Your vote should
help build the new city hall.
"Let's Join Colorado," cries the San Juan County
Index. As far as the Index is concerned, it might Join
Colorado and not be missed.
San Juan county will
never be annexed to Colorado and it is hard to make
the people of the territory believe that Kan Juan cuunty
people, taken as a whole, want to be annexed to
City Knterprlse, in It edition of April
of Governor George Curry in Its
editorial columns which Is a tribute well merited by the
The Enterprise, Incidentally, is one
of the nioM
weekly publications
In New Mexico and a credit to Silver City, Its home.
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publisher, ha
The Kenna
made Its bow to the public at Kenna, Chaves county,
ami from the way it starts out, the Record will probably
make a record. It appears to be democratic In politics,
.
but Its news columns are breezy and full of life,

fThe Alamogirdo News numx up the situation pretty
of
In c ommentlng upon the appointment
Captain Georpe Curry as governor of New Mexico, It
etatex thnt he will be the governor of "all the people."
The News Is a republican paper, proud of the fact
and does not try to sit on the fence when there Is anySpeaking of Governor Curry, that
thing to be said.
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EVENING

probably not very often that father stays at
It
home to take care of the children.
The duty usually
devolves upon mother or sister or nurse. In any case
brother or the butler would consider it a task outside
his province to see that no harm came to the little ones.
At the "Zoo," too, It Is usually the mother who stands
guard over her young, who watches and cleans and
pets and plays with them. But pay a visit to the aquarium, fresh water aquarium in its natural state. There
It Is the gaudy colored father who floats motionless a
few inches above the
nest, bright-eyekeen
and watchful, or darts with a flash and a rainbow swish
to lure away some curious submarine intruder.
Among the fish, at least of the rivers and lakes, custom has placed the burden of care of the young in most
cases upon the father. This is merely one of several
Interesting facts shown by Dr. Theodore Gill, associate
in zoology at the United States national museum, as
the result of a series of studies upon parental care among
fresh water fish, published by the Smithsonian Institution.
Tlio Parental Instinct Strong.
It has been the general Impression among naturalists from the days of Aristotle that fish are indifferent
to their eggs and young and leave them entirely to the
care of nature. And through the teachings of naturalists, therefore, the idea that sea animals have not that
instinct, which is practically universal among land animals, to care for and to protect their offsprings even to
the sacrifice of their own lives, has been spread abroad.
Dr. GUI has devoted much of his life to the study
of natural history nnd is one of the foremost authors
of the country upon subjects connected with natural history. His recent studies show beyond a doubt that
this Idea is far from the truth. In fact, "the species
which manifest care for their young are so numerous,"
he says, "that the present article must be restricted to
those which are inhabitants of fresh water." And the
curious methods of protection adopted by different families of sea animals, or even cousins and mint. nf the.
same family are not few. Dr. Gill has ascertained prac
tically an mat is known among naturalists on the subject.
Soma Odd Fish Customs.
"Naturally the most common or frequent mode of
care Is the simplest," he says. "It consists of little
more than selection of a site for the deposit of eggs and
the subsequent guarding of those eggs. The place selected is usually cleared of stones and weeds and in the
cleared spaces the eggs are laid. Some, however, go
further than this. A certain catfish in Queensland Is
always very careful to nose and splash and swish stones
up from the river bed and pile them in a heap over her
Is

cup-shap- ed

d,

ggs.

"There are tribes among our American and African
that, instead of laying their eggs In a certain spot
and watching them carefully while they hatch, carry
them about In their mouths for weeks at a time. And
In South American waters there swims a very distant
cousin to our catfish which has a method of attaching
eggs In a mass to the skin.
The skin of the fish then
grows out around them like the cups of acorns around
the nuts, nnd in this manner they are carried and protected until they hatch."
fish
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WHAT GOOD DOES IT DO

TO PUNISH CRIMINALS?
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(By the Cub.)

It was hot and dry and dusty and
the sunset looked some rusty.
While the drought dried leaves were
falling from the trees.
By his tepee there I found him, while
the twilight dimmed around him.
Fanning with a greasy hat to make
Once a proud and mighty leader, he

REFRIGERATORS
The

Would Big Chief drink some whiskey?"
It made him almost
frisky.
As he took the uncorked bottle from
my hand across the fire.
It took him but a minute to drink the
last drop In it.
Big Chief took his whlBkey In a style
that men admire.
Then his eyes grew bright and gleaming like the morning
sunlight
beaming,
And he chanted softly, swaying with
his rhyme.
Indian talk you wouldn't sabe, were
It Cheyenne or Mohave,
So for you I starts the story, "Once
upon a time."

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific

.)

s'

Then a pale face came to stump-Hie- Toes' fire.
The first from the rising sun.
And while they
the pale
face told
How the squaw maid might he won.
pow-wowe- d,

The pale face poured Into a gourd
A water that sparkled like gold.
The Indian took the gourd from his
hand
And drank as the pale face told.
"Ugh," great was the gold water
magic,
Stump-His-Tostumbled no more.
His feet could step like the proudest
brave.
And higher than ever before.
es

s
su pOver his tepee,
ped.
And over the highest trees.
Over the hills anil over the streams
'Till he walked at last on the breeze.
Stump-His-Toe-

tr

.

Call and See Them.

Albuquerque, New Mex.
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Stump-His-Toe-
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Before pale face men were made.
made.

Stump-Hls-Toes-a-

Principles.

Jjk

Far to the north, the Indian lived,
Where the many waters stayed.
In the moons when my people held
the lands
But a brave there was who lived
alone.
Where the trees and the grasses meet
And the other braves laughed a heap
big laugh,
At the size of said Indian's feet.
"Big Chief,
Down,"
Papooses and snunws would say.
"Ugh." Big Chief
While Ruffalo run away.
heart was lone and
sad,
For he wanted his squaw to be.
He daughter of Big Chief Kat-a- Whole-Dee- r,
Who lived In the big tepee.

Cash or Installment

STRONG BLOCK

squatted by his campfire. watched
the smoke curl higher, higher,
Till It chased the "buzzerlnos" the
mosqultes to the tall,
"Ugh,
and I answered sorter wheezy.
"Ugh," the smoke was sorter mixln'
with my vocal bugle call.

(TrHii-lntion-

thl

cxxxxxxxxrcxx ocxxo
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The Chief's Kong.

any

F. H. STRONG

a breeze.

was sorter like a cedar,
That had herded with a cyclone and
couldn't get away.
Chief
like um grub cooked plenty greasy
A shattered, broken remnant of a
most forgotten day.

We also received 30 rolls of linoleum, and can furnish
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to inspect
largest line of household goods in the west.

I
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seeing New Mexico.
"This Is the most extraordinary
1
country
was ever In before, don't
you know," said Oliver W. Haslnm of
Manchester. Uancastershire. Kngland.
"I
at the Alvarado this afternoon.
have been in New Mexico " three
weeks, riding here and there on
horseback and camping out at nights,
and again I say its great! A fine
country."
Mr. Haslam has been in the United
during
years,
States nearly three
which time he has ridden through
nearly every state In the country,
seeking recreation and better health,
and he says that he has discovered it.
John
Haslam and his companion.
Jones, also of England, rode into Alhaving
buquerque today at noon,
crossed the Itio Grande on the wagon
bridge. They came here overland
from Arizona.
"I am Just beginning to fed like 1
would like to stay here and live in
a country
like New Mexico or Ari-- j
Mr. Harlam. "although I
zona."
have told mv parents that I will sail
England
within a month's time."
for
(. AMIII.KKS
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ProfesNashville. Tenn.. April
sional gamblers must either go to
work, leave town, or go to jail, This
will be the new order of things within
a few weeks, as Sheriff Johns Is preparing to rid the town of professional
Knights of the Green I'loth. The new
vagrancy law passed by the legislature
places a powerful weapon in the hands
of the officers of the law. and the
sheriff has announced his Intention to
see that It is enforced In Nashville.
The new law, known as the .IcFar-lanlaw, is one of the most radical
it
measures that
and
was possible to draft. It is modeled
after the Mississippi statute on the
subject, and is designed to reach
every possible description of man or
woman who does not earn an honest
living.
It goes into minute detail in
describing the classes of persons deThere are
be vagrants.
to
clared
different descripabout twenty-fiv- e
tions of men set out, and under some
one of them it will tie possible to convict any man who does not work for
an honest living. One of the deputies
of the sheriff said that there is very
now.
in Nashville
little gambling
About all that Is doing, he said, is an
occasional game of poker, or here a
sucker can be picked up. Hut there
are no longer any open gambling
places.
The man who only tackles
games of chance occasionally Is afraid
to go Into any of these places where
he is afraid that it may be raided at
any time. The gambling rooms can
not be run without outside patronage.
and for that reason as much fear on
they have been
their own part,
closed up. Hut the mere fact that
there are professional gamblers to ne
seen loafing around where were formerly gambling rooks makes it look
like there might be games going on.
With this loafing business stopped,
there can be no talk of gambling going on and it will then appear clear
sheriff has
to everybody that the
broken up gambling in Nashville, a
thing no man at one time said was
possible to do.
Subscribe for Tlte Fre:Ung CiUcn

WILL PAY THE BOY.
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Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY
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Wast Gold Avenue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson

Music Co., J 24 South Second.
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traded his finest
furs,
For the magic water of gold.
Under this caption Brand W'hitlork, mayor of To- And
the pale face went to the rising
ledo, writes In a current magazine a fearful arraignsun.
ment of our system of punishment by law. He shows While the Indian's heart grew bold.
us police and criminal courts grinding out an endless
Stump-Hls-Todressed in his proudgrist of
Justice; he shows us Incompetence
est robes.
and
and Indifference and brutality; he With paint and feathers of red.
shows us judges guessing from a book how long it will And drank of the wonderful water of
gold,
take to reform a thief or a swindler or a drunkard or To make
magic In his head.
r,
a
and how the sentence must Inevitably be
affected by the state of the judge's liver; he shows us Then stepping high o'er trees and
hills,
prisons and penitentiaries where men and women are
He
to the big tepee.
hardened and brutalized and made more evil; he shows And strode
the braves anil squaws in silence
g
us the
round of crime frefm court to
stood.
prison and back again, and then he demands, "What As he strutted round so free.
good does It do?"
s
grew
But suddenly
It is a very painful truth that Mayor Whltlock
weak,
Then his boasts no longer rang.
states.
You know what a police court is. There come the He fell clear through the big tepee.
And busted the whole shebang.
waifs of humanity, to be thrown between the wheels.
Pitiful waifs! There Is no one who cares. The statute Hraves and squaws all look to the
woods.
books forbid sympathy. The mill grinds on, endlessly,
and quake,
relentlessly, gathering in men and women and even In terror to wait staggered
again to
children. You sin, you are caught, you must suffer, you
his feet.
Phone 98
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
go to prison. Yet prison is a failure as far as it does And then fell Into the lake.
you any good.
you
sinned on impulse, you are ready The squaw maid's spirit waits by the
If
to sin again and more wickedly before you have left
shore,
the degardlng influence of its yard and corridors. If And mourns for poor
you sinned because your heart was black, the state Hut he never shows up to tell where
went.
makes no attempt to whiten It. Serve your year or five And he
blamed If the squaw maid knows.
years or twenty years; then you may go back Into the
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
world again, made blacker than before
by the very
PER TON
majesty of the law.
BLOCK
Thus this sad. sad tale recanting. His
BEST AMERICAN
Yet, according to our standard of civilization, we
W.W
Chief sat there chanting, chantPER TON
ing.
must either punish or restrain, or society would not enWhile his shiny mug gleamed sadly
dure for a day.
'neath the moon.
What then? Mayor Whltlock argues for no punish- My brain meanwhile was plotting.
ment, only restrain.
(rooks were hard where 1 was
This will seem visionary to the
world, impracticable, inexpedient.
But there are some And squalling).
1 knew
I'd have to vamose pretty
thing we can do.
soon.
Every great movement is born among the people.
AFTER MAY IB
There is already such a movement as prison reform. The big chief's eyes closed, dreaming.
wiiue.,1 . tne inani Kfpi on a
Think about these things.
Tell others that a punishMl ft...
.
lK,
ment which makes men worse Instead of better Is folly. And 'twasHillthen
I twisted round ami
TIIK IIII.IiUKN OP TOIV
ISE
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
softly rose,
Create public sentiment.
yourself in the
Interest
(.alxanUeil Iron Corniev, Tin HoofT1IK M K.N
WO.M1A OK
I
As
sneakeil off. tired and sit i.y. ing. Miitp-cli- p
Juvenile courts.
V'lllianiK' IntVun Pile
Tanks,
.altHiitcd
Do your part to help the freed felon
TOMOKKOW.
Itig
cure lilliid
still sat by tile tepee.
Itepair Work.
live down his past. Put worthy and sympathetic men Starting Chief
E SDr.
chapter two of poor old Water Tanks, Pis? unci
Po not Injure their physical and
Piit b. li ubsori.i. the tumor
upon the bench. Use all your Influence to secure for
mental well being with indigestible
1- -2
iiuy the lUiiiut,' at on
acts
prisoners some kindliness, some encouragement, some
ilemeniber, they grow bett
as a itxuitit-ey:14 JnMant re bread.
llliums' Indian l'Utf Oir.t' when fed best.
Select a ciuallty of
.!.ntDr.
teaching. Rout corruption and foulness from your
xtmri:
)4 nrt'Dari-me
ami
for
Pile
luh.
bread that you know is made right in
I will not be responsible for nr.y
courts, and remember that punishment Is not to make bills
Kve.y box ia every
inflt of the private pur lit
way.
I'nder sanitary condiexcept those contracted by Mrs.
y wm on r
vurriUiU'ii. Hy dru
nun suffer, not to in.ike men v. orse, but only to teach Trotter
tions, of good Hour, properly mixed
or myself. Public
and I.ou. WiLLIAM
lake
rfi't ot frl' f
and baked, to as to be w holesome and
them to be In lie i' .
.UMCTURKG CI rrvv.. '! velau.l. oht
warning.
nutritious, Hallings' bread on trial
FOH SALE BY 8. VANN A SON.
FRANK TROTTER.
Then, perhaps, after some aeons, we will attain to
win ne lounci to fulfill every reciu!
that magnificent civilization where men out of their
ment.
O. K. washing machines are the
tracts.
large
Title
PEERLESS
FEE'S
HOMEMADE
own high consciousness will punish themselves for their liest. New and second hand, at re
must be perfect.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
PIONEER BAKERY
own misdeeds.
duced prices, 4.50 and up. Fu'.relle Addrrti, Bui
Itl, Ne. Zakio-a- , Vib. V. S. A STORE.
207 Sou lb Fir
hurnllure Co.
6txtck
So
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wife-beate-

never-ceasin-

Stump-Hls-Toe-
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C. F. Allen

IV

c

Stump-His-Toe-
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West Cold

Waste Land
lianlW
"'""cu

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

COAL

96-5-

WOOD

FOR CASH ONLY

John

S.

o!

.

Beaven

MMY,

CLERGYMEN

EYI3TNU

&LBUQUEEQUE

!?.

APRIL iO.

ti

IS

N1SSEN

HOLD THEIR CAPTAIN

TONIGHT

JJ

COMES

LEAVE OF

GIVEN

TO ALBU

QUERQUE

AT RATON

CITIZEN.

I'AOK FITB.
AT THE TENTED THEATRE
PROOF

WATER

TENT

Make Your
Hot Porch

pPpii

The Hollingsworth Twins and Big Com
panyAdmission 10 and 25 Cents

Cool

Presbytery of Santa Fe Elects What the Local Salvation Kentucky Railroad Man Brings
Army Corps Has Done the
Sister to New Mexico
Representatives to Genfor Her Health.
Past SIy Months.
eral Assembly.
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
Presbytery was held lant week In the
First Preobyterlun church of Raton.
The ewton began on Tuesday morning and closed on Thursday evening.
A full attendance was present withr,
the exception of Rev. Norman Pkln-neof Las Vegas, whose prominence
In the Santa Fe district Is such that
he was greatly missed. His absence
was due to Illness, from which he is
now convalescing.
The usual routine business was
sestransacted during the flrst day's
sion, and on Tuesday evening organM.
O.
Kev.
effected,
with
ization was
Whitlock as moderator. Kev. Kenneth
Brown temporary clerk and EUsea

Interpreter.

The opening day ended with an instructive address on "Evangelism," B'
Rev. Kenneth Brown.
Wednesday morning was taken up
with the reception and discussion of
reports, and Wednesday afternoon
The
was given over to the ladies.
Woman's Missionary society of the
church held Its annual praise meeting
In Endeavor hall, the session being an
open one. Papers were read by memthe
bers of the society, representing
various fields occupied by the PresbyJapan,
terian church, as follows:
Mrs. Hoenshel; China, Miss Phoebe
Darling;
Slam,
Mrs.
Meeker; India,
Maglll;
Mrs. Christie; Persia, Mrs.
Korea, Mrs. Humphreys; Syria, Mrs.
Hurst; Latin America, Mexico and
South America, Mrs. Letton; revivals
In foreign mission fields, Mrs. C. N.
topics: ' The
Home
Blackwell.
Mountaineers, Mrs. Harvey; The Mormons, Mrs. Darling; The Indians, Airs.
Lockard; The Mexicans, Miss Ollnda
Meeker.
Mrs. J. J. Shuler presided at the organ and a vocal selection was rendered by Miss Pearl Letton.
At 6 o'clock the ladles entertained
the delegates at supper in Endeavor
hall, plates being laid for 60.
At 8 o'clock an open meeting was
held in the church, which was ad
dressed by Kev. Kenneth Brown, of
Dawson, on "Foreign Missions; Kev.
on
John Oass, D. D., of Albuquerque, In"The Americans. Mexicans and
Mexdians of the Territories of New
ablno Ktn- ico and Arizona;" Kev.
don, of Santa Fe, on "Work Among
the Mexicans."
On Thursday Rev. Oabino Rendon
and Tomas Atenico were chosengento
represent the Presbytery at the
eral assembly, which meets In Columbus in May next. Lucas Martinez and
Benedlcto Sandoval were licensed as
evangelists and were assigned respectively to the Spanish churches at Las
Veitas and Tlerra Amarillo. The ses
sion closed with the administering of
the sacrament.
"

BEATING

Captain A. N. Nissen. In charge or
the Albuuuernue branch of the Sal
vation army, received word this
morning from the department headquarters that he had been granted a
leave of absence to take his wife back
to her home In Chicago. Mrs. Nissen
has been in poor health for som
time, and believing that she would be
helped by a change of climate. Captain Nissen applied for a leave of absence.
The many local friends of the army
and Captain Nissen will miss him.
that he has
Durlnr the seven months corps
he has
had charge of the local
proven himself a friend to me poor
and has made many rrienns.
In order to show what Captain and
Mrs. Nissen have done here, the fol
lowing figures speak for themselves:
One thousand pieces of clothing given
to the poor; 100 free beds secured for
the homeless; 300 poor people leu; i
girl sent to the rescue home; zs con
versions; 14 2 worth of coal given to
the poor.
DETECTIVE

OF PAQUET

C0S1

$15

LITZ

EMPLOYES OK VENROME HOTEL
ENtiViE IX FISTIC COMBAT
TELL TROIBLES TO JUMiE
t'KAKi.
There was a Uttle trouble at the
V'endome hotel saloon Saturday, In
which Antonio Paquet. the cook was
beaten about the neck and abdomen
by William Litz, a former employe at
the Vendome,
In Dollce court this morning the
trouble was given an airing, which
resulted in Litz being fined I la, whlcn
he could not pay. while Paquet was
held uending further Investigation In
to he trouble. Paquet said that Litz
WHS Iireu H1M1 lllitl lie mine iJ iinr
saloon and tried to start trouble.
Litz admitted tiKhting and beating
Paquet. but he said he was justified
in doing so as I'aquet nail been but
tine into his affairs."
The matter will come up for a final
hearing In police court at 5 o'clock
Litz, failing to pay
this afternoon.
the fine, went to jail.
GETTING

READY

10

WELCOME

SilllS

The Albuquerque temple of the An
cient American Order of Noble Mystic
jshrlners held a meeting Sunday aft
ernoon at its lodge rooms, at which
further preparations were made to
tn
accommodate
and
welcome
Shrlners who will pass through here
Wednesdaly, Thursday and Friday.
Wednesday the following temples
will arrive here and be presented wita
white ribbons by the local blue lodge
of Masons: Sphinx temple, Hartford.
Conn.; Palestine temple, Bridgeport,
Conn.; Pyramid temple, Providence,
H. I.; Melha temple, Boston; Yaarab
Alee temple. Savannah, (!a
The Shrlner convention convenes
roxt Monday at Los Angeles
The tented theater beautiful remains another week, at the corner of
Second street and Lead avenue. This
company seems to have taken Albuquerque by storm. They are getting
big crowds every night and have the
handsomest theater under canvas that
ever came to Albuquerque. This week
a new pUiy will be given each night.
The admission being so small, you can
Children,
take your whole family.
10 cents; adults, 25 cents.
Tent perfectly waterproof.

Col. Hacker Combes, of Jackson,
Kentucky, a well known railroad
man of that place and a noted marksman with the revolver or shotgun. Is
In Albuquerque, not to start a typical
Kentucky feud, but to bring his sister
Miss Nettie Combes, here for her
health. Besides his sister. Col Combes Is accompanied by Mrs. America
Combes, his mother, valley comDes,
his brother, and Miss Ellle Cornett, a
friend.
Some time ago there was a little
race trouble near Jackson,
which
caused every settler and resident to
have his weapons ready. During this
exciting period Combes shot at a ne
gro, hitting him six times, but so
mean was the darky that the shots
did not kill him. The shots were
fired from long range, which with nu
merous other exhibitions with the re
volver and gun, have won Combes a
nickname as the "Shooting brake- man.

T

The funeral of E. Lopez, who died
at the Santa Fe hospital Saturday,
was held from Strongs parlors this
in Santa
morning, with Interment
Barbara cemetery.
Charles E. Clark, colored, aged 42
years, died at St. Joseph's hospital
this morning. The funeral will be
from Strong's
held this afternoon
chapel, with Interment In Santa Bar
bara cemetery.
The funeral of J. B. Lutz, who died
Saturday afternoon at St. Joseph's
hospital, of stomach trouble, will take
place from the Church of the Immaculate Conception tomorrow morning.
The cortege will leave Borders'
chapel at 8:45 a. m. for the church,
where the services will be conducted
by Rev. Father Mandalari. Interment
will be In' Santa Barbara cemetery.
The deceased had lived in Albuquerque for seventeen years and had
been employed at the American Lumber company saw mill as an engineer.
He was 69 years of age, and is survived by a widow and three daughters
Laura, Mae and Georgia. A sister,
Mrs. W. Lauber, lives at Grand Island, Neb., but will be unable to atTwo
tend on account of sickness.
The debrothers live In Oklahoma.
ceased was a native of Switzerland.
The pall bearers at the Lutz funeral are: A. J. Malloy, E. With, T. J.
Tophani, J. P. Binkert, J. F. Sik.s
and B. Ktleher.
EUREKA!
round It at Last.
Found what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with fckln disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itching, but since using this
talve in December, 1905, the Itching
lias stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For sale by all druggists.
Yen, I Have

?orK. Prices
Bring us your Job
the vt ry lowest and the work will
stand incpectiun anywhere. J!ulness
and calling cirds a specialty.
o

To Clilfken Foolers.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at SI. 40 per 100 lbs.

,

o

o

Doing Business Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
Chlsholm, Treadwell, N. Y., and when
It looked as If there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining daily." Sest tonic medicine
on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug-gift50a
s.
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Move Repairing.
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
stoves a specialty. D. Stokes and
company, 411 West Railroad avenue.
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WRECK

AM)
OM)l(TOR SHOULD HAVE
SEEN TOWER LH.IITS.
SAYS

KM

(

FOR

EM.lMJ.lt

Los Angeles. Cal., April 29. Engl
neer W. It. Kelly during his prellrn

inary examination
before Justice
Stephens, said he had forgotten all
1.
No.
where his train
about Tower
was to meet the
students'
train with which it collided March
23. killing five passengers.
hie of the witnesses at the hearing
Kelly and Conductor
of Engineer
. H.
Paulus,
Humble, was Fireman
who stated that neither the conductor
engineers
nor the
knew the exact lo
cation of Tower No. 1, although both
had knowledge of the oruer to stop
at that point. He explained that the
lights of the tower could plainly be
seen at night and that there was no
excuse for the passing by of the train
Attorney Davis and Assistant Dls
trlct Attorney Mcl'onias indulged In
a series of personalities which caused
much laughter.
Despite the fact that the examine
tion was of a most serious nature, and
intended to Jix responsibility for the
loss of Jive lives, the lawyers seemed
to forget the Issues and often delivered humorous remarks.
Judge Stephens finally rebuked the
attorneys severely anil ordered
the
people in the courtroom to remain
silent.
The testimony was continued until
Monday morning at y.'iu. Several Imit nesses will be examined at
portant
that time, according to Assistant District Attorn y MeCornas, who declares
that he will bring the real culprits to
justice, n matter l.o. dif!i ulT it may
se--i-

MARY MANNERiNG

AT

118 fruuili

second

Mrol

Mop for

and

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

New Yurk Stocks.

May cotton

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

$S.K9

ar.d
rir g, th" chj.'mi-iyoung actress, has. It is naid,
111
her iitw vehicle "Glorious Retsy"
the best play of tlie year. The author
of the new play is none other than
who
Kidu Johnson Young.
wrote
Riuv.li of Kutrinrd, 'etc.
M.

M.-i-

c.i

nit-

-
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A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by check, your business
recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is t
your
bank
record o( all receipts and expenditures In

small cash payment and
120.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.

receipt. Tou have positive
For every bill you pay, you get
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large sod small
accounts.

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

The Bank of Commerce

A

125'
American Sugar
S41,
Amalgamated Copper
134
American Smelters
3S
American Car Foundry
96
Atchison com
62
Anaconda
HH1
ISaltimore and Ohio
nit 'a
Hrooklvn Ranld Transit
177'j
Pacific
Canadian
11'
Chicago Great Western
Erie com
.'
"6V4
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
lis
63 '2
National Lead
.'...7 8
Norfolk
127H
Pennsylvania
Heading com
112'i
21
Hock Island com
Hh
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
134
'. . 22'i
Southern Hallway
Mi1
Tennessee Coal
148
I'nlon Pacific
38 '4
V. S. S. com
IT. S. S. i.fd
1014
16
Greene Cananea
1
0
Calumet and Arizona
i
ld Dominion
81H
Copper Range
North Hutte
27.
Hutte C
17
Shannon
Summary of Condition.
Amei'imn
Ar.fll
v..flr
stocks iii London about parity.

1

rain or wind, lirlng the

10 per cent.

The following quotations were re
by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers.
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

repair.
West Gold Ave.

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

MARKETS

a.

-

REALTY

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
w0w0v0v0v0v00909090v09090i

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats . Cleaned and Itlncked In
any Style Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
ExCleaned and Pressed.
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

&

inreaienea

on

sinae

"9 F.

3rd St

i.nrrviwi

Rapid Transit still hangs fire.
Seventeen banks reported less than
as
omit mspri'P nn Sntlll'daV
against 20 last week, and 23 in cor
responding week or last year.
Fair demand for stocks In loan
crowd and old bear account still
largely undisturbed.
Pittsburg mills anil factories never
so busy as at present.
New York City will sell bonds about
first of June.
London stock exchange closes on
Wednesday.
All government short four per cent
bonds remaining after refunding can
be paid without recalling any deposits
from banks.
of one million
Gold to amount
pounds sterling will be offered In
First
London open market today.
National Rank shows largest Increase
statement.
in cash In bank
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas t'ity. April 2!t. Cattle
11. (Mia, including !Oio southlower.
erns. Market steady to l'lc
Southern steers 1 4.25 '! 5.60 ; stockers
$3.HKi
5.25;
bulls
and feeders 13.75 5.5(1 ;
western fed
4.25; calves ti. 25
steers J 4.2 5 'ij 5.7 5 western fed cows
?3.25! 4.75.
10,000,
Market
Sheep receipts
steady to shade lower. Muttons 5.25
range
s
7.00C,i
fin;
lambs J
fi 6.5'";
wethers $ 5.50 'n 6.7 5 ; fed ewes 'i.m

ts

&

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor- Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Place Your

Order Early.

Where to Dine Well

Gold Ave.

Santa Fe Restaurant

Phone 580.

Open Day and Night.

I

GROCERY

X L

AND.

Meat
901

Market
Edith

SeutM

Phone

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

C.

Under Bavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

40

An Ear

For
Order

'11

'11

l00ttO0O00O0000Ol

Tomei & Brothers w.r. r.

Corner

!.

o

Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
your health, prolong yonr Ufa
and protects your home,

;

Omaha l.lvetoeV.
Omaha. April 2!'.- 'attle receipts
45iu. Market shad- lower and slow.
Western steers $3.501i5.25: Texas
3.mi'i 4.25; cows and heifers
wteers
$2.25 'a 3.25;
$
&ii 4.5'i; canners
3. 001 5.00;
stockers and feeders
'a 4.50.
6.S11;
$3.00
bulls
calves $3.001
Sheep receipts 6500. market strong.
Yearlings $6.5017.7 5; wethers $6.60
i ".011; ewes $5.5i'i 6.50; lambs $7.50
i
.6".
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. April 2i. Cattle receipts
2S OH"
Market steady to shade lower' Reeves $4,20 1(6.50; cows $1.80'a
4.K5: heifers $2,601(5.25; calves $3.50
$5. 301
h 5.75; good to fine steers
5.60; poor to medium $4.25 i 5.25 ;
5.
5.
'n
$2.90
stockers and feeders
Market
23.000.
receipts
Sheep
yearlings
steadv. Western $4.50 ' 6
$7.001 7.75; lambs $.50r8.6j; west8.70.
ern $6.501
St. L011I1 Wool Market.
St. Louis, April 2. Wool steady,
territory and western medium 22
1

.;

26c; fine

18(21c;

tine

14'16e.

Metal Market.
New York. April 211. Lead
;

.l"; nipper steady 24.501
KjHi'ltcr

St. Louis, April
45
6.50.

our customers rely so confidently on our judgment that
they telephone their orders to
us a large part of the time,
knowing we have an ear for
their wants, and skill in selecting for them.
We are proud of this reputation, and do everything In our
power to sustain It.

Market.
2. Spelter weak,
yCARTERMAS-Tr- u
Ar.rll L'O. 1H07.

Staled proposals in triplicate will be
received here and at omce 01 ine
(juui termaster until 11 a. ni., April
3u. I!"i7. for finishing fuel coal, required during the fiscl year ending
June 3", l'.o. at Fort Wingate. New
Mexico.
Infoi n...tlon furnished on
application r.eie or at office of post
quartermaster. Envelopes to be mai
for Fuel at Fort
C. A. H. MH AI LEY, , l it f
Win-j!-e-

ikwci:

"An o!d i.i.e" insurance company,
with .uiiple capital, fcolid. conservaWrites liberal
tive pro
of insurance and investment
Prewitt At 1'iewitt, MailUfctl, Commercial Club I. jii Jo' g.
con-tiat-

We believe In glvlna
everybody a square deal. Also in selling the very best meat we can get hold
of at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.

622-82-

1

Grocery Co.

MATTETCCI BROS.
V. TIJeras Ave.
Fhoaa SL

Tuesday, April 30, MO00000000000
Third Annual Play University
of New Mexico

THE

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PIVNING Ml57
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW 11KICK UUILDLNG

MERRY WIVES

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

OF

S
PAINT Covers more, lecks best, wears
th longest, most economical; full measure.
Piaster, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
FIRST 6TKF.KT AXD COAL AVE. ALBCQVF.Ktjl'E. NEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

o

o.
Tin. nii iiiniiii nviionai.
society.

rni

First Come is First Served
In this market.

Elks' Opera House

WINDSOR

I. VIE H CLASSIFT.
SALE Two l?c!i.ui pome". i tLivride or drive. l'.atei

tOO

ran be had here any time. We doat
reserve them for a favored few audi
compel the others to take what Is left.

The Champion

."

Vu.il ttrn..i.-'.- t

The Best Cuts of Meat J

friends and brought us many
permanent customers.

1

CHIEF
OFFIFE
T....,.- ,,!,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ol'R LINE

lull,
25.2

TOU NEliD A TKLEPnOXE IX YOCTt HOME

of Kansas City beef, pork, mutton, etc., has maue us many

1907

ely stable.

J,

Phonographs

spvlaltic. Newsboys' night. Don't

ceived

itle,

Z

MAUDE,

tlie Uttle Street Waif.

A

y.

SOUTHERN MOSS
beautiful story of the South mill he prenenteri full of comedy

A

pill!
X

MYRTLE,
tlie News-Ro-

.i

fi 6.50.

Dancing lessons Friday evenings at
Mcintosh hall In the Woman's club
building. Gold avenue, between Fifth
and Sixth streets. Commencing April

"Srflv

CREW GETS

TRAIN

TEE'S GOOD. COM) ROOT REE
AT WALTON'S l)lll'(i STORE.

26th.

n

1

... Staab Buildinf

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

--

Washington, April 29. In a report
to the navy department Commander
W. F. Fullam, commanding the l . !v
S. Marietta, which patrolled the coa.--t
of Honduras during the recent war
with Nicaragua, told a story of insult
to the United States government an. I
of apology for the same under the
guns of his ship.
At Tela. Honduras, April 11. Com
mander Fullum sent ashore by Ensign L. X. McNair a note to Col. Luli
lsaula, of the Honduras revolutionary
forces, charging him with having demanded that the United States forces
landed at Celba and elsewhere should
return to their ships.
Commander
Fullam sharply reminded him that
according to international law a man
who takes up arms and levies war
against his own country, or one who
aids an enemy in conquering his coun
try, is a traitor.
The story of the apology Is told In
Ensign McXair's report to Comman
der Fullam, which says In part:
"When the hoat reached the beach
we were met by Col. lsaula and his
bodyguard.
Col. lsaula levelled his
revolver at me and said I could not
land. Meanwhile his bodyguard cov
ered the boat s crew with a Winches
ter.
We disembarked Immediately
and formed a line of skirmishers parallel to the water's edge. Col. lsaula
and his guard then lowered their
weapons.
"I delivered the letter to him and
told him that I came to demand an
apology for the affronts given by him
toward the United States and the
Americans mentioned in your letter.
"Col. lsaula first protested that to
the best of his knowledge he had done
nothing for which an apology wa
tht-iluf.
told him that h mu.- a lull apology and sign it In
writ
the next half hour, and if he did not
do so he would be considered an en
emy of the United States.
He finally
consented to write the apology. En
sign C. W. Densmore then landed will
a cutter's crew and Informed Col
lsaula that the Marietta's guns were
trained on the cuartt-- and would open
tire at the first act of violence on his
part."
Col. lsaula, in making his apology
said lie had been misunderstood anJ
confessed that lie knew little about
international a flail s.
Accepting his apology only so far
as it bore on his lack of knowledge
of international law. Commander Fu!
lam demanded a No an apology for hi
having drawn a revolver on Ensig!
McXalr, and it was given.
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Honduran Officer Forced to
Apologize by Daring Ensign McNalr.
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Denver. April 29. David J. Cook,
the well known pioneer, pathfinder
and detective, died suddenly today of
heart disease, aged 65 years.
He was
Cook came west In 1859.
employed for a time as a government
detective, and has been connected
with the Denver police department
almost continuously since 1867. He
was generally known as being abso
lutely fearless and was a terror to
wrong-doer- s
throughout the west.
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Tampering With
Trifles

Cut Off Heads for a Living'
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mcmomcmcmom
lly Storlliia ltolig.
"I helped' mv f.ither rut off heads."
senile melancholy. "nn!
he said with Mlerl
I t.mk hll
hnn f.ithor
lat
you why. officially I
tell
place. 'Til
am hlfch executioner of France, hut
an the new budget ha suppressed the
allowance, my occupation's gone the
occupation of my family."
He who spoke was the last of the'
RUlllotlmrs. I had called on him In
'(I
l"Unfr(U''ln
m'l'l ? amnr sure-- 1.
would
nounclne that
ly abolish capita! punishment. Jean
O'UppI is president of the judicial
Anatole Delbler
reforms conunWslo';.
J
Monsieur de Puis.
"The last of the aulllotlnrrs." he
repeated with mild
sadness. "My
cut
father cut off head". His fatner Ren-nes
eft heads. He was Monsieur de
Hrlt-tanof
and the rive dpartntnts
The stain has been so long In
the' family, what el-roiiM 1 do?
And do you know." he added fiercely.
up
occupation
from
the
"I took
pride. My mother had the
odium she was d iught.-- r of P.asen-eu- f.
so many years executioner of Al
giers.
The man looked a!mot like a poet.
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maturely bald younn physician Riven
to poetry and the love of flowers. We
Mood In his villa garden, heavy with
the perfume of violets, primroses, daf-

fodils, crocuses and early flowering
phrubs. The villa l like a fine Swiss
chalet. The high stone garden wall
is aristocratic.
"Where Is the guillotine?" I asked,
ashamed; but I was there to get my
story. He took me to It kindly. In a
special little houw constructed for
No. 6 Hue de
It on a side street.
la
bete lit Uillancourt,
a Paris suburb.
There It stood, the awful Instrument, Invented for the killing of an
entire aristocracy a century ago. Its
blade shone. Its pulleys were
oiled, Its rope waxed. There were
four horrid wicker panlers. like enlarged champagne
There
baskets.
were half a dozen hateful wooden
large
cases of the same dimensions
enough to hold a man without his
head.
JEomorse ami the HcaiWninn.
In silence we quit the shed. In silence he locked the door. Slowly we
trolled through the perfumed air of
springtime Dlllancourt, coquettish suburb of fair Pari.
"Each time after he had exercised
his office, my unhappy father fell a
prey to blackest melancholy," volunteered Anatole Delbler. "Not even my
mother dared approach him. He
would shut himself up In a darkened
room, head In hands, to shut out from
his mental vision the long procession
of his victims our victims the victims of our family! Only solemn music could soothe these storms of sadness. An old friend of ours
a great
pianist learned It by accident; and
fortunately
trial,
in these hours of
not often of late years, he would be
ready to play for him In the darkened
room, fragments of solemn old masses and operas. Oluck. Haydn, Mozart
Once, as a boy, I peeped Into the room. Shaking his head, I
heard my father murmuring 'So many
so many!' "
"You have never had an execution
of your own?" I said, to relieve him.
"No," he answered, with dark hesitation, '"but I aided father; and one
comes to feel weighed down by an
occult sense of family responsibility.
I remember hearing my grandmother
tell of her solicitude as a young mother when her little son my father
began asking questions.
"Why did I take up the office?"
mused the cultivator of daffodils and
crocuses In his villa garden. "Why
did my father take It up? The motives were the same. What could the
young man do In life? The stain
would follow him. He was the son of
the guillotine and there was not a
girl In France who would have married him!"
When a Hciul-diiuMarries.
But if there was not a girl in all
Trance willing to marry father there
was one in Algiers who received him
gladly; a charming young lady, educated, virtuous, beautiful. How could
the tender paragon receive him kindly? She was In the same position as
himself a daughter of the guillotine!
Rase-neuSo Louis Delbler married
daughter and served as his
aid in Algiers, past the death of his
own father, still executioner at Ren-ne- s.
until the law of 1871 suppressed
all such provincial posts. Then Louis
Delbler was called to Paris as first
class assistant to M. Roch. M. Roch
died in 1879, and Louis Delbler, succeeding him. "exercised" from Paris
.during twenty long years.
At the moment of his death It was
cabled to America that the total number of his victims amounted to 357,
.an evident exaggeration, which would
average seventeen a year!
I said
this to his son. To my surplse he
sadly shook his head and said: "You
forget the many years my father served In Algiers!"
The "fusslness" of Louis Delbler
sometimes caused him to make
ra.ge remarks to the condemned.
All the time the assassin Lenard was
being prepared for the guillotine he
uttered never a word. During the
drive of ten minutes from the prison
o the public suuare of Arras he continued silent. The tension became Intense. Finally M. Delbler cleared his
nhroat and pointing to the eastern
horizon as It lighted with pink and
.golA,
ald to the man he was about
to behead:
"I thtnk we shall have a fine day."
Lenard received the communication
with excusable Indifference, but he
had not the Insouciance of Pattyn. the
M. Diebler, always
young strangler.
devout, tried to comfort him:
The priest tells you your repentance la sincere," 'he said, "be comforted; tonight you will sit at the
table of our Lord'"
The carriage was being whisked
along rapidly, and as the driver whipped up the horse broke Into a gallop.
i
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"Then. MonsluiT Oelblor.' 'nuswer- p
i'Kh. "nt this rate I
probably arrive In time for
Ulncll.
The legend thnt the weakly.
little, lame man had a
ftraiiKe hypnotic power over his vl
tlrnx. reposes on nothing more than
the
fact......that, lit France, the
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Anatole IXdblVr told me
about faspurd. he. when they enme
for him. knocked down two assistants
and throttled his father, who begged
for something to prevent a public
scandal.
"At no time of his life had my
father that coldly ferocious aspect
which the imagination of romantic
writers has lent to the guillotlner."
protested his son. "of slight build, he
was obviously of feeble constitution.
kept
He wore a beard cut horse-shorather short. He walked with cane
or umbrella, like a lame man. one leg
being from birth shorter than the
other. He was timid anil
and yet all France came to know
him.
'This notoriety poisoned my f.ith- er' llfe." said Anatole. "In his last
years he spoke of It often. 'I have
traveled much,' was his complaint,
'and enjoyed nothing. I have been
refused In so many hotels. My ears
have heard so many Insults. I give
you thf counsel, Anatole to you and
to all future
executioners do not
have an original physiognomy, and
change your style of dress continual
ly.
My Invariable black frock coat
has spelled disaster for me. And
lastly, do not be weak or lame."
The Income of a Headsman.
M. Anatole LHlller owns an automobile, his charming Dlllancourt villa and a six story apartment house
bringing in rents. For twenty years
his father "touched" ll.BHO annual
fixed salary plus $2.30(1 per year allowance for the guillotine machine
all profit, practically; while the "expense of executions" were calculated
In the budget at a supplementary annual $ 1.500 for France and $450 for
Algiers. As the executioner regularly
drew ad these sums, plus $1,500 annual allowance for his aide, the
of executions of late years
brought the cost of guillotining up to
something like $3,000.
Louis Delbler modeled figurines
and vases in the clay of Sevres, from
Just across the river.
"He was a veritable artist." said
Anatole Delbler. "The history and
practice of ceramics had been his
hobby for years, and he could have
given learned courses on Its technique
kylices,
and aesthetics ampheres,
cantharell. Indeed, he bequeathed to
a friend who Is a distinguished collector, a secret process for making
changing-colo- r
which Is
enamels
marvelous and which the increasing
timidity of his later years prevented
him from offering to the public.
"Yes, and he had another solace,"
said the good son. as we passed a
snug cafe in the Avenue de Versailles.
"That cafe there he was no longer
the dread Guillotlner of all France
but the punctual old customer, beloved by all. given to Interminable
games of manllle and Insisting that
his cafe creme be hot. His name was
not Delbler. but Magnan.
" 'Velel Magnan qui s'amene.' the
cronies would call as he came limping
In.
It was the tact of one and all.
They knew him to be Delbler. Yet
there was not a waiter boy or bottle
washer who would have betrayed, by
look or gesture, that they knew his
quality. One gesture only they refused Mm, and he had the delicacy
not to Invite It. None of his cafe
companions shook his hand."
M.
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Are Girl as Good
Natured at Boys?
UXXXXXX)C)OC)CX3CXXXXXXXXXXXXi

(Hy Zt'lmu TruverN.)

Cynthia Westover Alden, writing
for the Ladles' Home Journal, discusses the question, "Are Girls As
d
As Boys?" and quoting several instances w hich appear to
indicate that girls are more selfish
thait boys.
"There was one school where I asked the boys about being
d
and one replied: "It you-v- e
got two
new sleds, why. you'll hunt around
and find a boy that hasn't any Bled.'
I then tried the little girls and asked them if they had six dollies and
found a little girl who had none,
what they would do. No answer until I repeated the question severul
times, when a timid hand came up
and a very small voice said: 'Keep
'em.' "
I have often wondered If selfishness In woman Is not a weakness of
the "weaker sex." I am uot inclined
to believe that all girls are naturully
seltlsh any more than that all boys
are
Children are Just what their parents make them, either good or bad,
kind or unkind, selfish or unselfish.
The little joy who would have given
away one of his sleds had been blessed with parents who made him understand that beautiful precept about
giving. The selfish little girl of careless parents, perhaps, had observed
and been taught, most likely, that
one must get what one can and let
the other person take care of himGood-Nature-

good-nature-

good-nature-

d.

self.

It is the mother's most important
duty to teach the little ones to love
one another.
Little boys and girls
are naturally loving und unselfish
and are only led Into other paths by
uuthoughtful parents.
d
It the little girls are not as
as boys the proper training
loving
of kind and
parents will make
them so.
good-nature-

CURES
SKIN DISEASES
skin disease can exist without an underlying cause, ami in most
instances that causi ia either a humor in the blood or an excess of fiery
acids in t!iU vital fluid. These humors and acids get iuiu the Mood, generally becausaof an inactive and slui.ih condition of those members whose
duty it is to collect and carry oil the waste and refuse of the body. This
unhealthy matter is left in the system to sour and ferment, and soon the
circulation becomes charged with the acid poison. The blood, in its effort
to rid itself of this foreign matter, begins to throw off the humors and acids
through the pores and glands of the skin. These coming in contact with
the delicate tissues an 1 ti tiers with which the skin is so abundantly supplied
produces irritation a:id intlammution on the surface, and luv.etna. Acne
Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, or some other troublesome and disfiguring
skin disease is the result. External applications, while they soothe the
itching, and are benencial in keeping the skin clean, can never cure skin
affections, because they do not reach the bhxxl where the real trouble is
.located. A thorough cleaning of the bind is the only pel tnanent cure for
skin diseases. S. S. S the greatest of all blood purifiers, is the lust treat
.nient. It cures by neutralizing the acids and removing the humors from
the circulation so that the skin, instead of being irritated ami diseased by
the exuding acrid matter, is nourished and soothed by a cooling, healthy
S. S. S. goes down to the very bottom of the trouble,
fetream of blixxl.
removes the foreign matter atid thereby permanently cures every form of skin
trouble. Lo not expect to cure a blood disease with lx-a-l applications alone,
but begin the t:se of S. S. S., and when you have removed the cause the
Skin will be free from disease. Soecial Ixwik on Skin Diseases and any
free.
.medical
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.; ATLANTA, GA.
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I Ionic Tilings.
(From the Houston Post.)
From the Kansas City Star.
argosies. " poets sing.
Hark. hark, the dogs do bark.
"That bring world treasures from
out and far;"
The beggars are coming to town.
brought
Mut the only scent they have
Word comes from Albuquerque ,N.
to me
M.. that n band of Oil Syrian gypsies
Is the scent of fish and of bilge and have left that
city and are headed
tar.
straight for Kansas City. They went
would not carp nor yet criticise,
to Albuquerque from Mexico.
They
to stand and travel In wagons and It will take them
Nor am I a fellow
knock,
city.
to
several
weeks
this
reach
perfume Intend to stay here a month or They
Mut when I am seeking a
two
sweet
and will then go n: to St. Louis and
I do not wish a city dock.
Chicago.
Most Gypsies are little removed
There are tea bushes In old Ceylon.
from poverty, but this particular parAnd berry brown maids pick there ty Is composed of comparative pluall day.
tocrats. It Is said that each of them
Hut I never yet saw a berry brown carries on his or her person at least
maid
$5.0(111.
this being the richest of all
Who didn't look better the farther the Itinerant bands of North America.
away
There are many skilled copper workYou got from her; let the poets sing ers In tne company, und they have
of entrancing beauties beyond the reaped a harvest throughout the
sea,
southwest, where copper workers are
Mut they needn't leave Texas at all, few.
more
The women are even
at all.
guadily dressed than the average Gypgard
sies, reveling in
To llnd the properest girl for me.
ments that cause the Pueblo Indians
far-o(who dearly love gay colored dress)
Isle
The unclad beauties of
With dimpled shoulders it's them many envious moments. Their arms
are covered half way to the elbows
for you;
For me It's the dimples of home- with sliver bracelets of Indian and
grown girls
Mexican workmanship, and their hair
And the
that they glim- is burdened with silver ornaments and
strings
of coins, from the peso to the
mer through;
media In denomination. Around their
For me It's the breath of home-grow- n
necks they wear strings of beads of
blooms.
glass, silver, copNo scents Imported from over ths various materials
per, gold and even turquoise the last
seas,
no doubt obtained by bartering with
N'o odor of fish and tar and bilge,
And oils and soaps anil drug and the Indians.
Tills unusually afffuent band is precheese.
ceded by bad reports from Kl Paso
I'm satisfied ulth the things I know; and Albuquerque. It Is said that they
The poet's ravings are mostly blutt'; committed many acts of thievery
For me the home-grow- n
blooms and there.
Tin1 iJ.vpsy N n Puzzle.
girls,
The Gypsies have been more or less
For me the pleasures of home-mad- e
puzzle
a
of
to both the curious and
stuff;
the learned for at least 500 years.
I don't like cheese that you have to
They are known In every country and
hit
present the same moral
With a stick to stun it so it vvlil everywhere
and physical characteristics preservslay
ing
nationality,
their
their language
On your plate till you
have the and their racial peculiarities
with a
strength to put
pertinacity exceeding even that of the
The green .Imported, sweet stuff Jews.
sojournEverywhere
they
are
away.
ers and wayfarers, not possessing and
any permadesiring
apparently
not
I want a path up a tree-cla- d
knoll
nent habitations. They are brown In
fteside a field where the daisies complexion,
have black and often
grow.
hair, piercing dark eyes and
And a home-grow- n
girl to walk with bushy
wiry,
frames. Their physical
muscular
me
peculiarities and their strange, disIn gingham clad, or In calico:
jointed Jargon mark them out from
And you may have your
the mass of the people among whom
maid.
they sojourn as distinctly as do their
If you're nutty enough to long for wandering and predatory habits and
her,
their clannish disposition.
And we'll be glad as the day drifts by
It was long believed that the GypBeneath a beech where the breezes sies originated In the valley of the
purr.
Nile, and to this Idea they owe their
name a contraction of the word
Aye. we'll be glad as the day drifts by. Fgytlan. When this theory was provFor imported cheeses we'll never en to be wrong, others were advanced
sigh,
to take Its place. However, scholars
Mut we'll have our lunch of good, are now agreed that they came from
home-mad- e
cheese.
India. Why they ever left the cradle
And bread and butter and berry of their race to become homeless outpie;
casts has long been a puzzle, but
It's us for the wholesome, home-mad- e
that question has been solved In
things.
a satisfactory manner. It is believed
Home's limpid rivers and grassy that their progenitors were the Jats
brinks.
who lived In reed huts about the delta
Home planted
meadinvs beneath of the Indus river. About the year
home skies,
1025 this rude people were driven
And never a berry brown foreign from their homes by Mahmound. They
minx.
refused to adopte the religion of either
the Mohammedans or the Buddhists,
thus Incurring the enmity of all the
neighboring people, and leaving them
without a place of refuge. They were
therefore a people without a coutry.
and began their career as Ishmaels
the hand against
and wanderers
every man and every man's hand
against them. Finally they were expelled from the continent of Asia In
the general upheaval of races that
and followed the destroyinarch of Ghengls Khan. It Is beThe Carrizozo Cattle company ship- ing
ped fourteen cars of cattle to Kansas lieved that they found a temporary
then in Egypt and
last week and would have shipped refuge In Arabia,
and later in Turkey. Greece and the
more, but for lack of cars.
now
known as the Balkans;
states
but gradually they were driven westThe Kplscopal convocation of the ward
by the pressure of the dominant
district of New Mexico
will meet
races. About the year 1417
Thursday morning at the Church of hostile
they made their appearance In Gerthe Holy uPilth, at Santa Ke.
many, and ere long they had overrun
Europe. Owing to their lawlessThe Baty family in Torrance coun- all
ness, their strange manners and their
ty are having a Very hard ..me. The thieving
propensities, they were everymother died recently w...i the meas- where regarded as unwelcome Intrules, a daughter was burled last week ders. In England It was made a feland now the father is very sick with ony for anyone to consort with them.
spinal meningitis.
they were proceeded
In
France
against with fire and sword. They
Our ooctors are still wrestling with were banished from Spain under semeasels and whooping cough and ad vere penalties.
In Italy they were
the Ills generally following these com- forbidden to remain longer than two
plaints. While some are yet nulte sick nights in the same place, and in Gerthe reports are very encouraging and many they were hunted and shot
a better condition prevails throughout down like wild beasts.
In spite of
the community. .Stmu itosu Sun.
all they flourished. Hated, despised,
outlawed,
it is not
persecuted and
Mr. it.
French has sold to Hon. strange that they never developed Into
H. B. Holt through the Las Cruces useful or orderly citizens. They have
Healty Co., a tract of land on the now been outcasts and wanderers for
Alameda loud opposite the 1). F. nearly 800 years. That this scattered
Baker residence.
We are Informed and feeble remnant of an alien race
that Mr. Holt will improve the prop- has been able to preserve Its Identity,
erty with a handsome brick residence Its language and Its traditions through
In the neur future.
Las Cruces Citi- all these centuries of exile must be
zen.
counted one of the most remarkable
phenomena In human history.
Last Sunday night's frost destroyed
First Ciypsles 111 America.
Some writers have made he asserall the fruit ill this section. Kveu the
alfalfa was severely damaged at the tion that there are no genuine GypMcpherson ranch below town und the sies in America. No doubt there are
fruit was entirely destroyed. At the many wandering bands of vagabonds
Hopewell ranch on the Animas, the professing to be Gypsies who have not
in
alfalfa und the strawberries were the a drop of the true Romany blood
only things In the line of vegetation their veins, but the number of th-s- e
with the numthat survived the blast. The opgen-ort- h is small in comparison
ber of those w hose pedigree Is beyond
ranch was also a heavy loser.
negroes
the Gypquestion. Like the
Sierra County Advocate.
sies came to America unwillingly and
Some person or persons, possessing under compulsion, in 1715 nine orMollie Mcliulre proclivities, recently der iypsles were transported by ordynamited the hoist of the sf mine, der of the magistrates of Glasgow to
Probably
the proiierty of the Milwaukee Mining the Virginia plantations.
company. The damage to the plant is others were sent to the American colalseveral hundred dollars. The same onies by the Britisli authorities,
parties also entered the power room though the records of such transacInby
been
discovered
not
of the Hlltscher Bros., and damaged tions have
their plant to the extent of ll.bil. The dustrious delvers into musty chroniHilling the Revolution, howK5 hoist was one of the best in the cles.
camp but has not been in use for ever, many Gypsies were Impressed
some time. Sierra County Advocate. into service in the British navy. Some
of these are known to have deserted
to have continued their wanderThe spring term of district court and
careers In America, sending for
adjourned on Thursday, on Tuesday, ing
families after the close of the
Judge Parker pronounced sentence on their
war. Near the end of the Eighteenth
the following, who were found guilty leiilury
hundreds of them were exiled
at this term of court for criminal of- from Spain,
being shipped to the
fenses: Mariano Durau. burglary ami Spanish possessions
in Florida. Louislarceny, one year and one day and iana and South America.
How
the
costs. Matlas Gonzales, assault, one Gypsies reached America, therefore,
year and costs. J. W. Taylor, alias is not a mystery, but a matter of hisW. H. Tayler. issuing
u
worthless torical records.
In most European
check, one jear and costs. Francisco countries
numbers are said to
their
year
larceny
Saliido.
of a horse, ono
be declining, but in America they are
and costs. itio Orande Republican. steadily
increasing. They marry young
rear large families Hiid are sturdy,
Tile Santa Fe Central has put on vigorous and healthy, so that there
an extra train, leaving Santa Fe dai.y seems to be no Indication of any deat 7 a. in. and arriving at K.staui'la cline in the race.
about noon, returning to Santa Fe
Although the Gypsies are nomads
tlie same evening. The train will a considerable number of them are
carry both passengers and freight, or.
of real estate, and spend the
and do lucul freight work, thus reold months of winter In substantial
lieving to a certain extent the over- houses like other people. In nearly
work of the regular trains. This will all the large cities there are colonies
give people of the Capital City an op- of these strange
people, swarming
portunity to make the trip to Kstan-(i.- i. with dogs and children in the winter,
attending to business thwre and but almost deserted during th sumreturn the same day.
The train has mer months. In the towns and cities
already been in service about a week. a majority of the Itinerant tinkers,
scissors grinders, street hawkers and
i hers
lieorge Saint, who came here reof like ilk are either pure
cent ly with his brother.
Charles, blood Gypsies or of part Gypsy defrom Lyons, Kansas, is locate, six scent. On the road their chief sources
miles northeast of town. lieorge is of revenue are horse trading, horse
about tlie most enthusiastic fellow and cattle doctoring, breaking colts
over this country that we nave met. and stealing. Many of the men are
He is going right ahead witli ills work skilled workers In metals and some
and says he will stay as long as any ire musicians of more than ordinary
one. lis Is digging a well und is go- ability. The women, of course, tell
ing to put up a wind mill and tlx to fortunes, although among themselves
irrigate if he needs to. He subscribed tlie ridicule those who believe thetr
for the Messenger and also aends a pretensions. Some of them are skillcopy to his mother. Mrs. S. s. Saint ful needle workers. mbrol Jerern and
"
Lyons. Kansas. Moriaity Messenger. basket maker.
'.-i-

1

1

multi-colore-

ff

peek-a-bo-

nut-bro-

now-eve-

Territorial
Topics

Tin' fiypsliV Virtues.

However, the Gypsy character Is
loss black than Commonly
painted.
His faults are due largely to his Irregular, homeless manner of life, and
that manner of living has been In-

herited through many generations of
ancestors who were driven to adopt
It by the persecutions they suffered.
Along with their many faults and
short comings, they possess some virtues. The virtue of gratitude is theirs
to no uncommon degree, so that they
never forget the slightest favor or
kindness. They are the most hospitable of peoples, and will turn no one
from their camps hungry, nor will
they shelter for the night to any wayfarer. Nor need anyone feel afraid
to trust them while partaking of their
hospitality. No matter what valuables
or how much money he may have on
his person, they would scorn to steal
from a guest. Among most of the
clans It k a rule from which no deviation Is permitted, not to steal from
anyone unless that person has first
refused to sell them what they want.
However. If they approach a farmer
and endeavor to buy butter, eggs,
poultry, vegetables, feed for their
horses or anything else that
they
need, they count It no crime to steal
from him If he refuses to Mil.
If it can be truly said of any people that they have no religion, surely
It can be said of the Gypsies.
Nearly
always they profess adherence
to
whatever sect happens to be dominant
In the neighborhood
in which they
are stopping, but they seem to have
no real and abiding convictions. Missionaries have often labored among
them, but most of these have confessed that their labors seemed to produce scant results. In recognition of
this trait of character the Hungarians
have a proverb to the effect that the
church of the Gypsies was built of
bacon, and has long ago been eaten
by dog?. If they could be Induced to
settle In permanent homes and to
lead more regular and orderly lives,
the development of the moral sense
among them would not be so difficult.
They are grossly superstitious, they
believe In dreams, and they regulate
their conduct and movements by signs
and omens that seem exceedingly
ridiculous and trivial to others.
While the Gypsies are known by
a different name In almost every
country, they call themselves Romany
or I torn many, signifying the "people
of husbands."
Their crowning and
most dearly cherished virtue Is chastity and fidelity to the marriage vow.
Among few people are the marriage
relation and the family tie held more
sacred. Divorce and separation are
unknown among them; and they
count It their first duty to take care
of such of their own people as are
unable to take care of themselves,
whether through 111 health, old age or
not of their own race, however, they
regard with Indifference or dislike.
TIm- -
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It's Hard to Tell

SAFE

paint from bad by just looking
It's only after It
has been exposed to the weather for
few months that you can sea
of poor paint. Then It U toj
.'ate.
If you buy your paints of us
you always Bet
paint the kind
that wears.

B'JOd

at a pot of paint.
Farmington, N. M., April '.i. Suftime has now elapsed to determine fully the damage done to
fruit by the freeze of last week. J.
A. Brothers, president of the Fruit
Growers' association, says that while
some varieties, particularly the wine-sahave been Injured, as a whole
the apple crop will be a fair average.
The peach crop Is almost a total loss.
Cherries will be a partial crop and
some varieties of plums will be a full
crop, while others are almost a total
loss. Grapes, raspberries, strawberries and all the small fruits are uninjured.
ficient
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There's n work for tha
stomach in Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer, for Pabst
Malting Process transforms
all the food elements into
easily digested substances.
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CO.
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ESTABLISHED
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PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the

Brewed, sterilized, filter-a- d
under conditions that re
absolute purity, Pabst
Blue Ribbon is truly tha
Beer of Quality a pure,
wholesome, nourishing food,

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette
OLD RELIABLE.

n.-i- s
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NEW MEXICO

CJypsy

The language of the Romany has
been one of the most perplexing problems with which philologists have had
to deal, partly on acoount of the reticence of the Gypsies, who refuse to
converse in their mother tongue in
the presence of strangers, and partly
or
because they have no written
printed literature. Their vocabulary
consists of not more than five thousand words, many of which have Sanscrit roots. It has been tocna that a
large number of these words are
Identical with or similar to words of
tlue same meaning in the dialects of
many tribes now living on the banks
of the Indus river. It Is this fact that
has led scholars to agree that that
was the place of their origin. There
are also many words of Arabic, Coptic and Greek derivation, picked up
no doubt in the various countries in
which the Romany people sojourned
in the course of their migration from
India to Western Europe. It is somewhat surprising to learn that the language oft this vagrant race has had
an appreciable effect upon our own
mother tongue. The first word in the
slang expression "cheese it" is pure
Romany; "pal" Is Romany for brother, and "bosh" for fiddle. The words
"chop" "mull" "gibberish," "jockey"
and many others current mainly in
the lower social strata were derived
in the first place from the same
source. The words "Romany
Rye"
mean a Gypsy gentleman.
Owing more to the wandering and
unsettled habits of the Gypsies and to
their contempt for the things that are
really worth while than to any natural
deficiencies, the race hus given no
great names to history, if we except
those of John Runyan and Antonio
Solarlo, both of whom were of Gypsy
descent. Bilhary, Michael Baran and
Karma n were famous Gypsy musicians of Hungary, but their compositions were never committed to paper
and have been Irretrievably loHt. Rico,
the Gypsy paramour of the Princess
Chlmay, now makes melody In a New
York restaurant Incidentally playing
havoc
with susceptible
feminine
hearts. Llstz's Hungarian rhapsodies
were borrowed from strolling bands of
Gypsy players.
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When ordering beer, call
for Pabst Blue Ribbon and
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Mr. Clothes Buyer!

CITY

Have you purchased your rummer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved if you do.
You will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments that for Myle,
nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Kendrlck
Club of the Real Grand Master
Writes Exaulted Ruler
S. Cox ElecWalter a Letter.

ted President.

Go-Car-

Cir. Ceal and Second

being able to dispose of the stolen
property, they had burled most or 11
They took the officers to their plant,
where most of the goods were recov
ered. After hearing their story and
that of several witnesses, Judge
Flinn sentenced the three boys to the
territorial Industrial school at Benson
The court
for a term of four years.
paroled the boys pending good be
parents
re
havlor and held their
in
sponsible for their appearance
The Judge also
Samuel BUilrn. a railroad man from court at any time.
with said that one of the provisions of
I'uso, spnt Sunday here
their parole was that they must at
frleiul;'.
tend school regularly.
man
from
railroad
a
Snowder,
P. J.
Raton. N. M., wan In the city Satur- NEW YARDS AT
HITCH IN SON, KAN
day.
Hutchinson, Kan., April 29. When
the
of
F. Hipginenn, trainmaster
the new yards are built for the Santa
coast line, with Fe railroad in Hutchinson it Is est
Albuiueniue division
headquarters at Winnlow, was In the mated that there will be capacity
city yesterday.
enough to house half as many cars
as are taken care of now. The
Although it has been reported In again
Hutchinson yards accommodate nearthe papers that the Mexican laborers ly if not quite a thousand cars at this
who are working for the Santa Fe In time.
new additions in the east
the earn have been ordered to leave end willThe
likely add 600 cars to this
this country, another lot of them capacity.
This will be worth money
went east on No. 10 yesterday.
to the company, for It needs the
room. It will be good for the city,
There is a rumor that seems to for
It will do away with much of the
Denhave grood foundation that the
switching at Main and the other
company
ver & Kto Grande Kailroad
into down town streets.
will build a standard gauge
Hutchinson Is to have some street
Santa Fe this year, running on the lights
at the Santa Fe crossings, pos
The
east side of the Hio Grande.
sibly
time this year. This mat
road is expected to leave the La Veta ter Issome
decided upon, practically, by
line east of Fort Garland and will the company.
It will be good for the
pass through San LouK Colo., Costilla
town, for it will light up the dark
Questa, Rio Hondo and Taos, N. M.
places and .make the crossings safer
at night.
CONDUCTOR BROWN
HELD VP BY PASSENGERS.
Raton, N. M , April 29. W. D. SANTA I E BALLASTING
ALL ITS ROARS.
Storr was arrested shortly after 2
Topeka. Kan., April 29. The bal
o'clock Saturday morning for drawing a gun on Conductor Brown while lasting of the Santa Fe roadbed from
coming over the hill from Trinidad. Wellington to Mulvane and from Mul- Brown telegraphed to Raton to have vane to Augusta, and from Newton to
the man arrested, which was done
Arkansas City, through Wichita and
upon his arrival here by Special Of- Mulvane, is now finished and a careGillespie
and
ficers Mowrey, Fayette,
ful Inspection of the tracks is being
Night Officer Kulon.
made by the officials of the road.
Storr was later taken before Judge Gangs of section hands are kept busy
Bayne for an assault on a man. name all the time on the various branches
unknown, In this city Saturday morn- of the road, and it Is said the Sanla
It Is Fe roadbed cannot be excelled by any
ing, and fined $2S and costs.
understood that the assault on Con- road in this part of the country.
ductor Brown was committed on the
The ballasting of the road has been
Colorado side of Raton mountain, and in progress for many months and a
In
held
be
probably
this trial will
great deal of money has been expend.
Colorado.
ed on this work. An official or tn
company said yesterday that he
SANTA FE MI ST STAND
would match the roadbed of the older
TRIAL FOR RKHATING. track
of the company with the road29.
The
April
Los Angeles. Cal.,
bed of any company in the country.
company
must
Railway
Santa Fe
He said the track to commence with.
stand trial on the charge of giving
Is exceptionally level and that this is
rebates to the Grand Canyon Lime & an advantage to be reckoned with.
Cement company, of Nelson, Ariz. The freight traffic over all the
Likewise the latter company must branches the past year has been exalso defend itself against the charge ceptionally heavy, and it has beat the
accepting; 4tMt .rebates. There are rondlted down so that it is now nearly
i of
seventy-si- x
counts against the rail- perfect.
thirty-eigcompany
and
road
The shale which the Santa Fe has
The been
against the cement company.
using has been obtained by the
amount Involved In the alleged re- company from the quarry at Augusta,
bates Is $130. Judge Wellborn, in Kan., which is operated by L. W.
the United Slates circuit court, heard Lewis, of Emporia.
The material
the arguments on demurrers and im has been hauled from Augusta in two
mediately overruled the contentions different
directions.
Trains have
The been running
of the different corporations.
daily from the quarry
cases will not be set for trial until south over the Santa Fe to Arkansas
the calendar of the next session of the City and then west to Wellington,
court is made up. which will be two while another train has run southweeks hence.
west to Mulvane.
It is understood that the ballasting
WlNMXrtV CAR THIEVES
the Belen cutoff will be rushed beWERE SMALL ROYS of
fore any great amount of business Is
Fe
past
Santa
some
the
time
For
The shale,
handled over this line.
has been having trouble with car it is said, will be procured mainly
thieves, says the Winslow Mall. Cars from the Augusta quarry.
have been broken Into while standing
In the yards and their secret service
There Is more Catarm in mis section
men have tried to locate the rob ot the country than all other diseases
Agent put together, and until the last few years
Tuesday
afternoon
tiers.
was supposed to be incurable.
For a
.Holmes found two small boys. Frank great
years doctors pronounced It
Williams and Goya Gonzales, In a car a localmany
remprescribed
and
local
disease
loaded with Hour. He had them ar- edies, and by constantly failing to cure
rested and brought before Judge with local treatment, pronounced IncurFlinn.
These two boys, with 1'a able. Science has proven catarrh to
a constitutional disease unci therefore
tricio Montoya, a companion, plead be
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
ed guilty to the theft of Hour, soap Oitarrh
manufactured by V. J.
oranges, stockings and other property Cheney &Cure,
Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
and said they had been breaking into constitutional cure on the market. Jt
Not is taken internally In doses from 1(1
cars for some months past.
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
ystm. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it falls to cure. Bend (or
and testimonials.
Address:
How Fool a Lazy Liver circulars
--
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with Artificial Exercise

i

VERY serious Sickness has a small
Uginnir.g.
Ar.d, in nine cases cut ef ten,
that beginning is made in the

Ecwf
Constipation is the beginning of most diseased. 1. paves the way lor all others.
Lack cf exercise, hasty eating, improper
food, are Ms first causes.
Laziness, And postponement, permit it
to grow info Chronic Constipation, which
g
Discomfort.
means
you
It isn't neoeasary to bt
knew, in order to be mighty uncomfortable.
Even a slight Indigestion affects the
nerves, dulls the mind, and obscures the
merry sunshine of Life.
life-lcn-

sick-a-be- d,

The time to adjust the Bowels Is the very
you gjspect they need adjustment.
If ycur tongue is slightly coated,
If your breath is under suspicion,
If ycur head feels trifle heavy or dull,
If digestion teems even a little slow,
If Heartburn, Belching, Colic or Restlessness begin to show themselves,
That's the time to eat a Caseare
It acts as pleasantly as it tastes. It is as
congenial to your Bowels as it is to your
Palate.
It stimulates the muscular lining cf the
Bowels and lntestii.es, so that they mechanicals extract nourishment from the food and
drive out the waste.
The enly way to have Cascarets ready fo
use pr:cise!y when you need hem is to
carry them constantly in yur pccnet, as
you do a V.'atch cr a Lead pencil.
The ten cent bcx cf Cascarets ic trace
thin, f'.at, found-edgethj
t recif e purpose.
rr.aLt
te very care!- - to get the
only ly the Sterhr.g Remedy C.mpa:.y a:.i
lai lfJ
never sc;j in luU.
?C
"CCC Ji U: i.gg:its.
irr.-J.-
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LOS ANGELES IS

NMJOS 10

PREPARING FOR

Kites
City Will be Resplendent With

Flags and Flowers and
Electrical Display.
Los Angeles, April 29. In addition
to the $1,000 worth of flags and bunting to be used in decorating
the
buildings in this city In honor of the

o

HATCHING.
Eggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb,
lirown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address
J. E. Pauley, Etancla, N. M.

It is estimated that fully 300.000
pirsoiis will assemble on Main and
Spring streets and Mroadway to witness the grand floral parade and th
Shriners' and electrical parades.

F. J. CHENEY ft C .,
Toledo, Ohio.
Polrl bv all Druggists. 75c.
Family i'ills for constipaTake Hall
tion.

tt.t.S Hilt

b.-e- n

first-nam-

Shriners and for La Fiesta, flowers
and greenery will be used on a
grander scale this year than ever before.
The street lamp posts and
by
wire poles will be surrounded
palms and buildings will be veneered
with various blossoms anil greens.
pepper
branches,
mustard,
Wild
palms and the like will be used extensively and some of the buildings
will be transformed
Into veritable
fragrant
blight unci
of
banks
blossoms.
For evening decorations, electrical
designs will be used this year more
freely than ever before. In these
Shrlner emblems will predominate,
though there will be many other effects that will be little short of marvelous.
Nearly ull the electrical floats are
completed.
The aggregation will tell
a story in livid lire.
It has been
given the title of "Precious Jewels."
Five of the floats will be mechanical,
the figures moving in lifelike manner.
Due aggregation of visiting Shriners
is coming to Los Angeles with the
avowed Intention of showing Los Angeles and the representatives here
from other parts of the world how to
spend money.
This is the Nevada
contingent from (loldfleld, Tonopah.
one item of
Meaty and Khyolite.
expenditure will be an automobile in
the tiower parade, for the decoration
of which $500 has been appropriated.
W. P. Chae, of this city, has been
ordered to prepare a banner to be
carried ill the parade at a cost of

ht
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Philadelphia. April 2:. The following Invitation has
extended
to the Klks who will attend the annual convention and reunion of the
order in this city, July l.'.th to 20th,
by the Right Worshipful Grand Master of Free and Accepted Masons of
It may seem Is hollowing "noost Silver City." He has had several broth- Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia. April 11, 1907.
ers to die before him through too
many nurses and mindful of this fact, Mr. Henry J. Walter. Exalted Ruler,
will be consigned
to the tender
Philadelphia Lodge, No. 2. B. P. o.
mercies of two or three live ones
Klks.
who will see that h lacRs nothing in
My Pear Sir: The object of the
the way of enthusiasm to keep him present is to extend to you. and your
alive. The infant has been christened grand officers, and Brethren, who may
the Silver City Chamber of Commerce be present in this city next summer,
and had as sponsors, somp thirty citi- an Invitation to visit the Masonic
zens of the town, who officiated at Temple, at the corner of Broad and
the birth.
Filbert streets.
As you are aware It Is quite conSilver City's long talked of chamber
of commerce has arrived. It came last venient to your own beautiful home
night at a well attended meeting of meetlngplaee and I feel that among
business men and citizens generally all the other attractions which will
at the City hall. Organization was b offered to your members and viseffected by the election of W. S. Cox itors, that the Masonic Temple will be
as president, W. I. Murray, vice appreciated not alone by those who
president and H. H. Belts, secretary may be members of our craft, but by
and treasurer. These officers will those who appreciate a work of ait
constitute the executive committe and beauty.
be
will
Ample accommodations
which will act as a board of control
and will have general supervision of made to show our visitors through the
building, and 1 am sure none need go
the chamber s affairs.
Two committees were appointed at away disappointed.
Assuring you of our desire to assist
last night's meeting one to secure
new members, the other to prepare in making your members and visitors
advertising matter on Silver City. The welcome to our city, I remain.
Fraternally yours.
committee consists of M.
GKORGE W. KENDIUCK. JR.
W. Portertleld, W. G. Snpp and Sam
Grand Master.
Schniff; the advertising
committee
consists of W. B. Walton, A. Abraham
"Pneumonia's Iolly Work
and F. A. Bush. These committees
are now at work and some good re- had so seriously affected my right
lung,"
writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
sults may be reasonably expected from
their efforts. It Is the Intention 10 Kural Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
issue at once a booklet Illustrative and "that I coughed continuously night
descriptive of Silver City for distribu- and day and the nelghobrs' predicsemed inevitable,
All tion consumption
the country.
tion throughout
those who are interested in promoting until my husband brought home a
the future welfare of Silver City are bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
urged to ally themselves at once with which in my case proved to be the
this new organization, which stands only real cough cure and restorer of
for all things looking to the better- weak, sore lungs." When all other
ment of the community and the crea- remedies utterly fall, you may still
win In the battle against lung and
tion of a greater Sliver City.
throat troubles with New Discovery,
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

Horn Thursday night April 25th.
to Sliver city and vicinity, a chamber
of commerce, says the Silver City En
terprise. The new arrival seems to
be a lively, lusty youngster with a
good pair of lungs and strange as it

TRY
DRY FARMING

The Navajo Indians employed here
by the Harveysare to experiment
with the Campbell system of dry
farming.
Under the Immediate supervision of George Tletzel, general
repair man at the curio shop, several
of the young bucks were put to work
Saturday arternoon fencing in meir
"hogans," Just east of the Alvarado.
In the enclosed ground the Indians
are going to try raising corn, wheat
and other green stuff, which they will
use themselves.
The Idea of experimenting with the Campbell system
was suggested to Herman Hchweiaer,
manager of the curio shop, and after
looking into it, he directed Mr. Tletzel to superintend the work.
"The heavy rain of last night will
help the Indians on with their work
remarkably, and by the time the soil
dries up their seed will have been
planted," said Mr. Tletzel this
Doing Business Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
Chlsholm, Treadwell. N. Y., and when
it looked as If there was no hope
left. I was persuaded to try Electric
Mitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining daily." Best tonic medicine
on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug'
gists. 60c

Kohn Brothers
Chicago
I'MO.V MARK CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
912.00

right."

You'll find them

here

right."

right"

"Just

priced

"Just

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

Fine Clothing &
THE

OF PINE

ODOR

MAKES ONE HUNGRY

$200 REWARD.

Whooping Cough.
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy In my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that It Is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
This remedy is safe and sure. For
sale by all druggists.

Is offered for the capture ef Aa
tlmo Fettlne. the murderer of Bene-

detto Berardlneill. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ruary

"The business men of Albuquerque
should plant a lot of pine trees in or
near the city." said a tourist at the
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Alvarado yesterday afternoon, in talking to an acquaintance.
"Why so?" inquired the friend.
LI VERT, SALE, FEED AND
"Hecause the odor rrom the pines
TRANSFER STABLES.
is healthy and gives one an appetite,
which becomes so strong that he
Quite a good Horses and Mules Bought and
could eat a horse.
many tourists get off the trains here
and patronize your hotels and resAt Flagstaff and every BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN THE CITT
taurants.
other town near there the hotels and Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
restaurants make a mint of money.
because everybody is hungry when
they hit that neighborhood."

Tk

DON'T WAIT.
Advantage of Albuquerque
KH-riO'iic-

Thos. F. Keleher
Cltl-zcii'- m

It"

e

Too I .ate.
When the back begins to ache.
Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic:
deTill serious kidney troubles
velop;
destroy
urinary
troubles
Till
night's rest.
Profit by an Albuquerque citizen's
experience.
Mrs. L. A. Renson, of 308 Baca
avenue. Albuquerque. N. M., says:
"I never had backache to speak of
until 1 came here five months ago
when It set In and became an almost
annoyance.
If I would
continual
stand long, and when I would wagh
my back was so painful as It seemed
to kill me.
The persistent aching
made me so nervous at times that I
could hardly control myself. A friend
and neighbor recommended Doan's
Kidney I'ills to me so I procured a
box. I had not used more than half
of them before the distress In my
back had ended and I was relieved
which
of headache, an annoyance
had distressed me a great deal. Now,
If I notice any sign ot backache, I
immediately appeal to Doan's Kidney Pills and a few doses suffice to
dispel every Indication of the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. T.,
sole agents for the United 1..V
States.
'.
and
Remember the name T1 '
take no other.
tl
o-Aids
Cough
Remedy
Chamberlain's
Nature.
Medicines that aid nature are always most effectual. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
aids expectoration, opens the secretions, and aids nature in restoring the
system to a healthy condition. Thousands have testified to Its superior
excellence. For sale by all druggists.

C. A. and C. O RANDS.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT

Announcement

LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Building

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
rimm
future have charge of the mechanical
INBUmANCK
department and attend to the Instal
Secretary Mntnal Bntlding AssocM-tlolation of all plumbing and heating
Office at 217 West Batlr
avenue.
work entrusted to this company.

A. E. WALKER,

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

RIGHT PRICES

WOOL

TOTI A ORAOi

...The...
"SHORT LINE"

THIRD STREET

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

Meat Market
Kinds ot Fresh and Salt Ma
Steam Eansage Factory.
EMIL RXIENTVORT
Masonic Building, North Third Bti

AU

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

RAILROAD

O. A. SLEY8TER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
12
and 14 Cromwell Block,
Rooms
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

J. KORBER & CO.
NORTH SECOND ST.

MAUGER

W. E.

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Has.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

TRY US;

n.

with Raube and Manger
Office, IIS North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

the

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

2J2

ILL the COUCH

FTC

11 1

BEST OF QUALITIES

4.

Surest and ttuicxest Cure for all
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

DKVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

Do You Need

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

$25.00.
te

ooocoooooooc C0000000000)00

$ir.o.

to

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dretsers want "Just

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger tt Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

Giva us ycur ROUGH DRY wor,
Monday, and get It back Wvaoesda
Imperial Laundry Co.
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its Location
BELEN IS tl MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25H40
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..JJ GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
ING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY N THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

000CSK00C-00-
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t0

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

provement Co.
BECKER,

Pres

WM, M. BERGER,
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ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND 60UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
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The Belen Town and Im

jOHN

K000CO0
A Raiiwoy Center
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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DAINTY FEET
almost every case, feet that appear unshapely are
merely caused by 111 fitting shoes.
A shoe that fits never loses its shape, because there is
no pressure from the inside to distort it.
Our shoes are made over properly designed lasts.
The lines of the foot are closely followed and the gen
eral effect beautified, making a shoe trim, graceful and as
comfortable as can be.

finnu

111

pur- -

south
(inil iroimiiiy
luesoay,
north l'ortion tonight.

TIIA1X

In

91
In

AltltlVAI-8- .

First No. 1 on tliii.
Second No. 1 nt 9.:!0
No. 7 about 2 n. m.
No. 9 nt 2:30 n. m.
No. 4 at 12:40 a. tn.
No. 8 at 7 p. m.

p. ni.

Citizen to tell all AlhllqUftqUe
bye for him.

Men's Slioc
Men's Oxford
Women's Shoe . .
Women's Oxfords .
Children's shoes . .
Children's Oxfords

.
;

.

to

1.23 to
1.25 to

for

2nd.

5.

0

4.00
5.00
8.50
2.50
2.25

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

l.5

HI.OO

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Package.
1 lb.

tin.

25c and Sic per lb.
41c.

12-lb-

.

Uns. 85c.
.tins. $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
--

II

lb. bucket,
11.00.

premium.

with

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
2 - lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.
Something

can.

T. T. MAYNARD

GEO. W HICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOXD ST.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

GO.

(321-32-

Tlnners

3

Alaska Refrigerators
r.

Our

r

.

Line of

I

JET

Refrig

erators

IjteiplPlI

Water
Coolers

table

KsJi ii
I

is the

most
complete
in the city

Savin

PSni
tjj,

Cream
Freezers

Water
Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Ho3e Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

yesterday.
business
life In mii t mice
W. K. Ne il, the
agent. Is In Kl Paso on business.
J. W. Sullivan was a visitor here
yesterday from Sellnnian. Arizona.
Mrs. Uella A. lierhtel. of Huntington. Pa.. Is In the elty visiting friends.
!.. C.
and T. O. Fischer, of
Helen. N. M.. were In the city over
Sunday.
Kilward (Srunsfeld. the traveling
salesman, is In the city the guest of
relatives.
an Informal
The Klks will give
daiipp at the club house on Wednesday evening.
Quite a large crowd went out to
the Canlnn last night to see the
twins.
M. Vllle dp Hormeval, a tourls: I; mil
Paris. Fiance, was registered at the
Alvarado yeserday.
Herman Schweitzer returned to the
city yesterday from a ouslness trip
to Gallup.
IsO. W. Thompson, of Patallna
land. California, stopped over In the
city Sunday.
O. P. Anderson of San Marclal arrived In the city this morning and Is
at Sturges' hotel.
Sam Levy, of the T. J. t'.raf & Co..
brokerage company, visited friends In
Las Vegas last week.
Charles Mainz, special officer of
Fe railway at Ash Fork, Ariz.
Is In Albuquerque today.
I". Z. Hand, manager of the Hind
Mercantile store at Wlnslow, arrived
In Albuquerque this morning.
of New
Mrs. Davis H. Dotterel-- ,
York Cttv. Is visiting here sister. Mrs.
street.
Fox.,
Third
W. P.
of 601 South
J. (1. Harden, who has been to New
York and other eastern cities on a
business trio, has returned to this
In Albuo.Upro.UP

city.
of
Itev. Stephen Van Rensselaer.
New York t'itv. stopped over In Al- Los
to
en
Sunday
route
buoneroue
Angeles.
Chan. Neustadt. a prominent mer
chant of Valencia county. Is in the

city doing business with local whole
salers.
J. W. Burke, conductor of the Sanout of
ta Fe coast lines, running
Wlnslow. accompanied by Mrs. Hurke
are In the city visiting friends.
P.ebeccas of Triple Link Lodge are
requested to meet at I. I '. O. V. hall
Called meeting,
tomorrow evening.
and all are requested to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hall, of f03
West Roma avenue, are entertaining
friends. Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rose,
of Fort Madison. Iowa, who are here
on their honeymoon.
The Santa Fe Is selling round trip
tickets from Denver to ie City of
Mexico for $48.80. A round, trip ticket from Albuquerque to the City of

EMIT

Diamond
RAILROAD

Ciocta
Diamaads. Watees, Jeweiry, Cat 5in
A SQUARE
DEAL.
roar trade n4 guaraui

aiirkr

Palace
AVE.
w

mn

Spring UnJerivear $t.oo to $6.oo a

Look in Our Windows

le.

8.90

Rev. Johri Gass," D. D., who had
been in attendance upon the Presbytery of Santa Fe. which met last
week at Katun, returned to this city
last Friday.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers, the real estate agent. Is In Silver City on business, and does not expect to return
to the city before the middle of the

week.
R. F. Heller, general merchant and
postmaster at Cale7on, is ill the city
Mr. Heller says
buying supplies.

that the whole of Sandoval county

wan covered with snow last week.
F. X. Jones, a former newspaper
of a
man, anu now representative
number of Mexican mines in Kansas
City, Mo., passed through Albuquerque Saturday, en route home from
Mexico.

The Albuquerque Mandolin and
l!lee club will give a banquet at its
studio tofht to Mrs. Cook and Mrs.
Crawford, two members of the club,
who are leaving this week for different parts of the country.
II. H. Wilhlte, formerly day clerk
at the Alvarado. arrived In the city
late Saturday night from Santa Fe, in
company with Mr. Rhea, representative of the Great Southwest magazine.
They went to Lad Vegas last night.
President B. Ruppe, of the New
Mexico Board of Pharmacy, has called a meeting of that board o take
place at Roswell May 20. at which
charges of violations of the pharmacy
and poison laws will be Investigated
and candidates examined.
Maynard Gunsul. who left this city
some two weeks ago for California,
with Ilia sister. Miss Myrtelle Gunsul.
returned to Albuquerque last evening.
Miss Gunsul. who was 111 at the time
of the departure, remained on the Pa- rapidly convalescing.
cirk- coa-- t and
Samuel Robinson, a local plumler,
Arizona,
who was sent to Lakeside.
some time ago to do some plumbing
work, returned home this morning
uud brought with him two flue specimens of petrified wood, secured In a
petritied forest near Holbrook.
-

THE

1

were opened.
C.
M.
Brady, who
Professor
brought his f unity here from Km- porta. Kansas, a few days ago for the
purpose of making this his home, has
fully made up his mind about Albuquerque as a good place to live In.
He has lft for F.tnporia to wind up
hi business affairs there.
Gecero G illegos. an employe of the
Vnierlean Lumber company, had both
hands badly cut up this afternoon by
Vetting them caught In a sprocket
wheel. The thumb on the right hand
was cut oft and two lingers on his left
hivnl were lacerated so badly that
they will have to be removed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McCrelght returned to the city last night from a
month's sojourn In Chicago. Mr.
has fully recovered from the
malady which took him to the hospital In Chicago. They made a short
visit to Mr. Mifreight's mother at
Shelbyvllle, Ky.. on their return from
the big Windy City.
K. F. Crosett and wife and
Miss
Marlon Crosett. Miss Charlotte Perrv.
Miss F. V. Meeker. Miss J. A. Meeker
anil Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Irman. residents of S in Francisco, who have been
touring the southwest, arrived
here
this morning and are at the Alvarado.
They will leave for their home
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Spring Lamb
I

Fads-Be-

- - Priced - -

$20 to S28
Your tailor would want $15
more for any of them.

Also Nice

Suits at

Hoys' black suits for

I

HERMAN

8
P

Copyright 1907 by
Hart Schaffher W Marx
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Arno & Coal

I
I

g

PROPRIETOR

Phone 185
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conftr-iiatlo- n.

Call and see them. We
also have all the fixings which
naturally go with good clothes
for limit or boy.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

I

Mairdlwaire IRflercIhiainilts
STOVES, RANGES. ENAMELED

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
-

SADDLERY

-

HARNESS

AQENT8 FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

KCIJOPi:.
Whole City IMuded by Wild Talc
Negroes 1 lining llnn'elic- -.
April
News29.
Austin, Texas,
paper bulletins dated London, Eng.,
and signed "Great Eastern Press."
were received by telegraph here, stating that the "Macettl comet" was devastating that side of the world and
that the fiery destroyer would soon
reach the United States.
These bulletins were posted by the
local evening newspaper and produced Intense excitement among ail
classes of persons.
The first one
read
"London, March 30. The tall of
the great Macettl comet i.s now brushing this side of the earth's surface,
showering In Its wake myriads of
shooting stars and falling meteors.
Temperature has rapidly risen to 114
in the shade, great damage resulting,
including fires.
People are
and great confusion prevails.
The earth's 'surface will be destroyed
In parts, and the escape of our planet
has been miraculous.
The showers
of meteors will reach the United
States about 11:30 a. in."
Following this bulletin came another stating that London was burning. Great crowds gathered around
the bulletin board, and. strange to
say, very few expressed any doubt as
to the truth of the reports. As the
time approached for the comet to
reach this side of the water there was
a general scurrying toward home by
business men, laborers and others.
All wanted to be prepared for the
dire calamity that seemed about to
overtake them.
It was among the
negro population that the most Inwas produced.
tense
excitement
Many
In
gathered
of them
the
churches and prayed to be spared
of
from the wrath
the celestial visitor.

i

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Cppper Ave., Tel. 74

John Deere Plows and Implements
McCormick Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

-

:

panic-stricke-

J

Wholesale Distributors

n

E. C. Skuffers, the new low shoe for
children.
Made on the fot-fjrlast, they prevent or cure corns. Flexible extension soles, no heel i, broad
toes, soft calf uppers.
They will
stand more wear than any other shoe
at the same price 6 to 8, $1.40to 11. $1.60. O. May's Shoe Storj, 311
Wes' 'lallrot 1 avenue.

0o

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

0
&
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FULLY WARRANTED

&

Not Made by the Trust

Write
mtrt

mouth rirtt
if J.401.tn.403,117.North
rtrmt UtromX
1

Tcji
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery tlm that the proposition present! Itself of th
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronised and the money remain tn the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed In horns insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here T It can if
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
CANNOT

WH

Address Home Office,
TICKETS
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$10 to $15
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GOLD)

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

M-

115-11- 7

"

122 South Second

of

Wwrnm

I

KansasCity

I
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$3.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $18.00

No FreaksNo
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Youths Suits

All-woo-

YARDS

LOCAL

t.l

T1L

CLOTHES
Vou'll find tlic Hart ScliafTner
Marx clothes In our More; m
good an evidence of our good
quality as jou can ask.
l,
correct rtyle, per
fiH-- t
tailoring and a fit guaranteed
The same standard of quality
nil through the store

Spring house cleaning and repairing has bej;un at the local shops In
real ernest under the supervision of
John Powell, foreman of bridges and
building on the Santa Fe coast lines.
Mr. Powell and fourteen men arrived from the west yesterday and M
began the work. A new section house
will be built, the window and door m
casings will be renewed and all the
buildings in the local yards will be Wl
given a general
overhauling. Ac
cording to Mr. Powell it will take
about sixty days for his force to complete the job.
COMKT'S

TONED)

HOUSE

FOR
FOISKMAX

7

&

coun-

AT TIIK Ti:NTF.l THEATFJl.
Tonight. "Under Southern Moss." a
beautiful story of the south. Introducing the Holllngsworth Twins as the
newsboy and little Italian street
singer, supported by their large company. 'Many specialties by the twins,
Alice Laibelle. the old negro. Aunt
Kmil Kleinwort. the North Third Sallie, Baby Norman and George Sey
i
mour, the Dutch policeman. Tonight
street meat merchant, came home
Saturday with his left arm lianglug in is a free night for the newsboys. The
Arito
sling.
Mr. Kleinwort went
company remains all this week.
a
WANTED Good men. with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company
Liberal contracts and good terri
tory
hi New Mexico and Arizona
Shi
open.
prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
gers. Commercial Club building.
o
WANTED Position as Job compositor In good office. First class man
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. Mate salary when writing.

clothes.
Those are ready-to-weLook closely. They fit with style that is uncommon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it. Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.

A fine line of Boys' Suits

flfwLi

cil was held this af'eruoon in th- - office of Cltv C!"tk Harrv Lee. In the
N. T. Armijo building. Mayo- - McKee
presided, and .ill of the councilmen
on
business.
Seattle. Washington,
and city officials were present. Bids
J. R. Newman, of Ins truce, had for city wank for the ensiling yea r

Mexico Is

Plumbers

"E"

HIGH

good-

special meeting of the city

A

s&

11

HIGHLAND

.
N.
Rirtlett. of Vermejo Park.
N. M.. is In the elty on business.
I). 10. Ha ken Ipft this afternoon for

He-ke-

.$2.25 to
. 1.73 to
. 1.75
to

freight train when a sudden Jerk of
the engine throw him down, breaking
his arm.
He was time, however,
and fl'ilt-hei-l
his business In the wstel
territory before returning home.
According to the weathpr hurenu
at the t'nlvetsitv of New Mexico, the
rain f ill last night and today amounted to two Indies.
Mrs. J. J. Wooton. wife of one of
The F.venlng Citizen's night operators.
by the
His been called to Pueblo
death of her f tiller.
I'M. Lavelle, the Veteran contractor.
expects to !e ive this evening for his
old home in Ireland, which ne left 4:
ago as a boy. He expects to be
absent troin New .Mexico about three
months.
Mr Lavelle requested Th

AIT.fl, 24, 1MT

MOXOAV.

oni a few week" ago to buy cattle.
up was rtitlng In a caboose on a
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EXCHANGED

Offlet

Transaction
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13 W.

R.R,

Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.JM.
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